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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield (also referred to as the River Line Battlefield or
River Line) is the site of a series of fortifications which were built as part of the Atlanta Campaign of the Civil War. This campaign was initiated when Union Major General William T.
Sherman advanced south from Chattanooga, Tennessee in May of 1864. Sherman led three armies; the Army of the Tennessee, the Army of the Cumberland and the Army of the Ohio which
together numbered almost 100,000 men. Opposing him was Confederate General Joseph E.
Johnston and his Army of Tennessee, which contained some 66,000 soldiers. This campaign
was characterized by constant skirmishing, several major battles and the construction of extensive fortifications. General Johnston was forced to abandon numerous defensive lines in north
Georgia until his army was almost to the last major natural barrier before Atlanta—the Chattahoochee River.
As Sherman’s army approached Atlanta, Johnston ordered a defensive line be constructed on
the north bank of the Chattahoochee River. This line was sited on the high ground on a series of
ridges overlooking the river. In June, Johnston used a labor force of more than 1,000 AfricanAmerican slaves to construct the six-mile line of trenches and unique fortifications called Shoupades. Designed by Johnston’s Chief of Artillery, Brigadier General Francis A. Shoup, these
arrowhead-shaped infantry forts were made of log walls ten to twelve feet high and could accommodate up to eighty soldiers. The line was designed to be so strong as to deter any frontal
assault and allow elements of the Confederate army to attack Union flanking movements.
Shoup had thirty-six of his Shoupade forts constructed along the River Line and the fortifications were occupied by Johnston’s Army of Tennessee on July 5th. When Sherman first saw the
line he admitted it was the “strongest field fortifications I ever saw.” Sherman decided against
directly attacking the line although skirmishing and artillery duels took place for several days.
Sherman flanked the line, moved portions of his army across the river and Johnston was forced
to abandon the River Line on July 10th.
Although no major fighting took place along the River Line it played a prominent role in the
Atlanta Campaign. Already frustrated with Johnston’s continuous retreats, Confederate President Jefferson Davis sent emissaries to Johnston asking him how long he could defend Atlanta.
Johnston replied that his men could hold the River Line for at least a month. When the line was
abandoned after only five days, Davis lost confidence in Johnston’s abilities to defend Atlanta
and relieved him from command. Davis appointed Major General John Bell Hood to command
the Army of Tennessee and Hood launched a series of attacks against Sherman’s forces, all of
which were repulsed with heavy losses. After depleting his army, Hood was forced to evacuate
Atlanta in September and the campaign came to an end.
In the years following the Civil War the fortifications which comprised the River Line met different fates. Many sections of trenches in woodlands were left to erode in place while others
were removed for crop cultivation. Accounts of the Shoupades describe their dismantlement as
property owners salvaged the logs for other uses. By the early 20th century, the Shoupades, artillery forts and redans all eroded significantly into the landscape.
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In the early 20th century, Cobb County continued to be largely rural in character with the River
Line Battlefield located near the communities of Vinings, Gilmore, Oakdale and Mableton.
Much of this land remained in woodlands or agricultural use until after World War II when Atlanta began experiencing enormous growth and urbanization. Gradually new residential, industrial and commercial development spilled over the Chattahoochee River into Cobb County, especially after the completion of Interstates 20 and 75 through the county in the 1970s.
The intense development in the southeastern section of Cobb County led to the loss of many of
the original Shoupades, trenches and other fortifications along the River Line. This included the
razing of the National Register-listed Union trenches in 1989, when the Discovery Boulevard
Industrial Park was created. In response to the rapid development in this area, the Mableton Improvement Coalition (MIC) was formed in 2001. MIC was formed to give citizens a greater
voice in zoning issues, advise in local planning matters and protect and improve the character
and neighborhoods in the Mableton community. In 2005, MIC officially became organized as a
non-profit corporation with a board of directors, officers and members. Around the year 2000 a
River Line Historic Area group evolved to preserve historic sites, natural resources and land
using the 6 mile Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield as its geographic focus. This group established The River Line Historic Area (RLHA) name, boundaries, and logo, which was first displayed on street signs at a new Oakdale Road neighborhood in 2005. The RLHA worked collaboratively with MIC from 2008 through 2010, and in 2011 RLHA launched its own web site,
followed in 2013 with its establishment as a nonprofit corporation. MIC and RLHA, Inc. continue to work together on projects of mutual interest.
The Master Plan for The River Line Historic Area was completed by MIC in 2009 utilizing a
grant from the Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta. For the purposes of this project the
term “River Line” was used to describe the southeastern section of Cobb County. Included are
all the 40-acre land lots contiguous to and west of the Chattahoochee River that contained Civil
War earthworks related to the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield as designated by Cobb
County’s 1992 Historic Locations of Civil War Earthworks survey map. This was a much
broader view of the area rather than just the fortifications (Figures 1 and 2). This project included stakeholder meetings and a final report which outlined the historic, cultural and natural
resources of the River Line Historic Area and how these resources could be preserved, protected and utilized for the benefit of Cobb County residents and visitors. The project included
an existing conditions analysis, stakeholder participation and visioning, the development of initial conceptual themes, goals, implementation strategies, production of marketing pieces, and
development of a final master plan.
The final report, The River Line Historic Area Master Plan, stressed the need to preserve and
protect the remaining Union and Confederate fortifications of the River Line and recommended
the completion of an archeological survey and a comprehensive historic resource plan. The report also stressed the need for cemetery conservation and completion of an interpretive plan to
promote tourism in the River Line Historic Area.
Concurrent with MIC’s development of the River Line Historic Area Master Plan, Cobb
County contracted with the same firm for the completion of the River Line Master Plan. This
document, approved by the Board of Commissioners in October 2009, focused on the area bordered by Veterans Memorial Highway, the Chattahoochee River, and Buckner Road. Stake3

holder and public input was solicited during several months of the planning process. This detailed study contains specific recommendations for recreation, preservation, land use and nonvehicular transportation. The River Line Master Plan acknowledged “the need to commission a
study of Johnston’s River Line to identify existing Civil War artifacts and recommend opportunities for preservation and interpretation” (page 31).
In keeping with the recommendations of The River Line Historic Area Master Plan, MIC received a grant from the American Battlefield Protection Program (ABPP) of the National Park
Service to complete an archeological study of the River Line. MIC contracted in 2010 with
Brockington and Associates Inc. of Atlanta to complete the “Archeology Inventory and GIS
Analysis for the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield, (July 5-10, 1864).” This report provided a
comprehensive analysis of the history of the River Line and an inventory of its remaining physical features. The authors of this study were able to access all of the publically owned earthworks
of the River Line as well as several of those owned privately. The firm completed a Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) study of the River Line as well and the historic locations of the fortifications were mapped on present day Cobb County parcel maps. While the potential locations
of trench lines and Shoupades were noted on these maps, the constraints of the project did not
allow the field checking of every site.
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Figure 1: The River Line Historic Area Plan included a large section of southeastern Cobb
County containing Confederate and Union fortifications as well as other historic sites
(Map courtesy the Mableton Improvement Coalition).
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Figure 2: The River Line Historic Area Plan included a map showing the known Confederate
and Union fortifications (Map courtesy the Mableton Improvement Coalition).
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Purpose of the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield Preservation Plan
A primary recommendation of the 2009 River Line Historic Area Master Plan was the completion of a battlefield historic preservation plan and this project was funded in 2012 by the American Battlefield Protection Program (ABPP). This plan is intended to provide a comprehensive
strategy for the acquisition, preservation, management and interpretation of the property and
resources comprising the Chattahoochee River Line. The plan is designed to be a useful preservation and marketing tool for Cobb County, private property owners and nonprofit community
and preservation organizations. It will also complement the efforts throughout Georgia to recognize and promote sites associated with the Civil War.
The plan provides guidance for land acquisition, archeology, interpretation and management.
Strategies for increasing tourism and enhancing visitor experience are especially important. The
plan includes, short-term, medium-term and long-term goals which can be accomplished in response to changing circumstances and opportunities.

Chattahoochee River Line Study Area and Justification
The River Line Battlefield was initially overlooked in 1993 by the Civil War Sites Advisory
Commission as part of the “Marietta Operations” of 1864. The Marietta Operations included
several battles and skirmishes such as the fighting at Brushy Creek, Pine Mountain and Ruff’s
Mill. The Marietta Operations were given the identification number of GA013 and defined as a
Class B battlefield which includes “having a direct and decisive influence on their campaign.”
As additional information on the significance of the River Line and its remaining fortifications
came to light, the River Line Battlefield (Smyrna and Vinings) was included in the 2010 update
of the Marietta Operations completed by the ABPP. The ABPP noted that it significantly revised its 1993 boundaries for Marietta to reflect as much as possible the thirty days of intense
fighting, maneuvering and entrenching between Sherman’s and Johnston’s armies.
As part of the 2010 update the ABPP completed a map showing their interpretation of the Study
Area and Core Area of the River Line Battlefield (Figure 3). The Study Area includes land that
experienced maneuvering and skirmishing while the Core Area contains the largest concentration of fortifications and where the heaviest action occurred. The ABPP completed this map before the publication of the archeological study of the River Line by Brockington and Associates
that same year. This study identified additional fortifications on both sides of the Chattahoochee
River and enlarged the Core Area to include this property (Figure 4). Some of the best preserved Union fortifications were recorded and mapped on the Henderson Road tract owned by
Cobb County; the longest remaining line of Confederate fortifications are on the Discovery
Boulevard Tract which is also county-owned (Figure 5). The Discovery Boulevard fortifications
were listed in the National Register as part of the “Johnston’s River Line” nomination in 1973.
This battlefield plan addresses historic resources within the Study Area and Core Area as they
have been refined in recent years. All of the known Confederate and Union fortifications associated with the River Line actions of July 5-10, 1864 are within this area. This area is also consistent with the property nominated within the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield National Register nomination submitted to the Georgia Historic Preservation Division in 2013.
7

Figure 3: The American Battlefield Protection Program included a Study and Core Area of the
Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield in their update of Georgia battlefields in 2010
(Map courtesy the ABPP).
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Figure 4: The Core Area of the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield was further defined in the
archeology report completed in 2010. The Core Area was drawn to include all of the
property known to possess extant Union and Confederate fortifications. The Cobb
County owned Discovery Boulevard tract and the Henderson Road tract on Veterans
Memorial Highway are shaded green (Map by Lose and Associates).
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Figure 5: Within the Core Area of the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield are the two Cobb
County-owned parcels known as the Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard
Tracts. These two properties contain some of the best preserved Union and Confederate fortifications along the River Line (Map by Lose and Associates).
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The Benefits and Economics of Battlefield Preservation
In 2011, America began its commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the Civil War. Increasing interest in the Civil War is evident in the numerous books and articles published on the subject each year, as well as the growing popularity of re-enactment among hobbyists. Preservation
of Civil War battlefields has been largely based on the historical importance of the event. However, in recent decades, urban sprawl’s encroachment on open space and farm lands has identified common goals of historic preservation and land conservation. As sprawl threatens historic
battlefields, the loss of scenic vistas, natural resources, and wildlife represents an erosion of both
the natural landscape and national memory of our past. Civil War battlefields are part of our national identity. When these historic sites disappear, we lose the opportunity to reflect on our nation’s past. History books can provide great detail, but visiting a battlefield landscape - topography, vegetation, wildlife - can give us a sense of how it appeared to Civil War soldiers of the
1860s. Saving these physical sites allows us to imagine and interpret the events and people that
shaped our collective history.
Preserving Civil War battle sites helps generate tourism, which can be measured through the
dollars they provide to local and state incomes. In 2005, the Civil War Preservation Trust studied the preservation of battlefields in an economic context. The economic impact report “Blue,
Gray and Green, The Civil War Preservation Trust’s Battlefield Benefits Guide for Community
Leaders” analyzed thirteen battlefield sites across the country. One of the first economic determinations of the study linked battlefield preservation to the containment of sprawl. Development
of open space costs more to taxpayers than the preservation of the same open space, in terms of
the infrastructure associated with development (i.e., roads, sewers, schools, emergency services). Open space actually contributes more to local tax revenue as-is than development, which
increases the burden on taxpayers. When that open space relates to historical events, it has the
potential to generate tourism dollars, creating a boon rather than a burden to local revenue.
Tourism in the United States has evolved over the 20th century and has become more focused as
Americans increasingly seek new experiences based in our national history and culture. Heritage
tourism is broadly defined as travel to experience an authentic account of a cultural or historic
event or place. Heritage tourists tend to spend more money and stay longer than other kinds of
travelers. The “Blue, Gray and Green” report found that 58% of visitors to Civil War battlefields are from outside the area. Visitors contribute to the local economy, spending on food, gas,
hotel accommodations and other goods. This revenue would not enter the local economy without
the tourist destination of a battlefield. Tourism creates new jobs in hotels and restaurants and
generates sales tax revenue.
An update to the Blue, Gray and Green report was completed in 2013 which found that the average family of four visiting a Civil War battlefield spends $1,000 on their trip. The study also
found that on average, every 702 tourists to a Civil War battlefield support one full-time local
job in the vicinity. Civil War tourists are more educated than other tourists and often spend time
at other related historic sites in the vicinity. Civil War tourists are also more affluent and spend
more money per trip than other tourists. Because of the recognition of the economic benefits,
many communities across the country are preserving battlefield lands for the future.
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Tourism is a huge industry both nationally and internationally, and Civil War tourism continues
to be a driving force in the United States. Domestic and foreign travelers pumped $740 billion
dollars into the United States economy last year; this industry has the potential to make a tremendous impact on both large and small communities across the nation. Civil War tourism is a
proven attraction, but often communities are not ready for the influx of people that want to experience their resources and hear their stories. How do we use our heritage assets for economic
opportunities while we also preserve those irreplaceable resources for the future?
“Sustainable tourism” recognizes this need to balance tourism with conservation. The National
Geographic Society, long recognized as a leader in this emerging movement, defines sustainable tourism as “tourism that sustains or enhances the character of a destination – its environment, culture, aesthetics, heritage, and the economic well-being of its residents.” Because even
the most careful and well-meaning visitors can put a strain on resources, it is important to recognize their impact and prepare for it. Striking a balance can be difficult, but it is critical for the
long-term protection and vitality of the nation’s Civil War and Reconstruction sites. Civil War
heritage tourists want an authentic experience, and sites that have been overdeveloped or poorly
interpreted will not appeal to them. Damaged or neglected sites do not attract or retain high levels of visitation. Also, growing communities facing development pressures must also find a sustainable tourism balance, so that development can be well-planned in a way that enhances rather
than detracts from a community’s valuable resources.
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Figure 6: The Blue, Gray and Green report provides economic data on
the importance of battlefield preservation and cites data from
across the country. (Source: Civil War Trust, 2005)

Economic Impact—Kennesaw Mountain Battlefield
The Battle of Kennesaw Mountain occurred on June 27,
1864 as part of the Atlanta Campaign. This battlefield is
heavily visited by both out of town visitors and local residents who use the park’s many hiking and walking trails.
The battlefield provided the following economic benefits
to Georgia and Cobb County in 2005:
 Generated $18.2 million in tourism spending primarily
through shopping and restaurants.
 Supported 448 full-time job equivalents in the tourism
sector.
 Provided annual local government revenue of $912,000.
 Provided annual state government revenue of
$1,255,000.
(Source: Civil War Preservation Trust, 2005)
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Figure 7: The River Line is shown as the dashed black line and is within a corridor of Civil War
sites beginning in the Kennesaw vicinity. Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield
Park received almost 2 million visitors in 2012, up from 1.5 million in 2010. With
proper promotion and site access, the River Line could draw Civil War visitors from
Kennesaw Mountain and other nearby sites.
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CHAPTER II—THE RIVER LINE BATTLEFIELD STUDY
AREA
A. Location and Geography
The River Line Battlefield is located in southeastern Cobb County which is part of the Atlanta
Metropolitan Region. Cobb County was created in 1832 following the removal of the Cherokee
Nation from north Georgia. Until the mid-20th century the county was largely rural in character
with Marietta serving as the county seat. In the southeastern section of the county were the
smaller communities of Smyrna, Vinings, Oakdale and Mableton. Following World War II, the
Atlanta region boomed with growth and development and Cobb County became one of the fastest growing counties in the country. During the past three decades the county’s rural character
has been transformed into suburban development, and in 2010 the county contained 688,000
residents.
Located west of the Chattahoochee River, the River Line Battlefield extends through portions
of the communities of Vinings, Smyrna, and Mableton, Georgia. The six-mile River Line extends from just south of Veterans Memorial Highway (Bankhead Highway) into the community
of Vinings. The northern terminus of the fortifications was located at a point off present-day
Polo Lane near the river, where a large artillery fort was constructed. The line crossed Woodland Brook Drive near Polo Lane, Rebel Valley View, Settlement Road, and the CSX Railroad
(then Western & Atlantic). The fortifications then crossed Atlanta Road south of Interstate
285. The River Line then turns in a more southerly direction with the line extending through
Oakdale, and follows the ridge on which Oakdale Road is located to a point south of Veterans
Memorial Highway, near Nickajack Creek.
The River Line fortifications were built on high ground carefully selected by Confederate officers and engineers. The fortifications were built on ridges and hills which range in elevation
from 940 to 1,160 feet above sea level. Much of the River Line follows the easternmost ridgelines and hills above the west bank of the Chattahoochee River. This high ground afforded
views in many directions and the Shoupades were built to provide interlocking fields of fire
against the Union army.
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Figure 8: The River Line Battlefield is located in Cobb County, Georgia in the
northern section of the state and is part of
the Atlanta Metropolitan Region.

Figure 9: Marietta is the county
seat of Cobb County and other
communities near the River Line
include Smyrna and Mableton.
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Figure 10: The high ground occupied by the River Line fortifications is illustrated by the
views towards downtown Atlanta from Shoupade Park (above) and north from
Oakdale Road (below).
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B. Previous Efforts and Advocacy for the River Line Battlefield
After the Civil War, some sections of the River Line fortifications were gradually removed from
the landscape through cultivation, road construction and erosion. Historical accounts site the removal of the logs in many of the Shoupades by landowners for other uses. Despite these impacts
many sections of the fortifications remained intact on the landscape until the mid-20th century.
The growth and development of Atlanta resulted in increased development in Cobb County and
the removal of both Union and Confederate fortifications. The Centennial of the Civil War in the
early 1960s led to renewed interest in the River Line by local historians and relic hunters who
searched the area for artillery shells, bullets and other artifacts.
As development increased in the county, the Confederate earthworks south of Veterans Memorial Highway were recorded as an archeological site as part of a project funded by the Georgia
Department of Transportation (GDOT). This section of the River Line contained a wellpreserved Confederate infantry trenchline, a Shoupade, and the southern anchor fort of the line.
This section was further recognized through the completion of a National Register nomination
by the Georgia Historical Commission in 1973. This nomination for “Johnston’s Line” included
not only the Confederate fortifications on the ridgeline but also remnants of Union trenches on a
hillside west of Nickajack Creek.
During the 1990s, a renewed interest in saving Civil War battlefields emerged as concerns increased over the loss of these lands to sprawl and development. Groups such as the Civil War
Preservation Trust (later renamed the Civil War Trust) were formed to raise funds to purchase
endangered battlefield property, and in 1993 the National Park Service created the Civil War
Sites Advisory Commission to identify and evaluate the condition and threats to battlefields
across the country. This identification and evaluation included all engagements during the Civil
War.
In 1993 the Civil War Sites Advisory Commission identified 384 principal battles (3.7%) as significant to our national heritage. Of the battles on the Commission’s list, only Georgia and five
other states have twenty or more sites. A total of twenty-seven of these sites were identified in
the state of Georgia, historically representing 231,500 acres. Class A and B battlefields represent
the principal strategic operations of the war. Class C and D battlefields usually represent operations with limited tactical objectives of enforcement and occupation. The River Line is associated with the Marietta Operations which was evaluated as a Class B site (GA013). Class B sites
are those that “have a direct and decisive influence on their campaign.” The ABPP updated the
1993 study in 2010 and expanded the boundaries of the Marietta Operations to include the River
Line fortifications. This update noted that while many of the battlefields and fortifications associated with the Marietta Operations have been lost to sprawl and development, important remnants survive and should be preserved and protected.
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In addition to national groups such as the Civil War Trust, statewide and local organizations
were also formed during the past two decades to preserve, protect and interpret battlefield lands.
At the state level, the Georgia Battlefields Association (GBA) was formed to work with other
preservation groups to prevent damage and loss of the state’s battlefields to development. The
non-profit organization identified the River Line as an endangered battlefield in 2006. To draw
attention to the historic site amidst increasing development, the GBA erected a historical marker
at the Riverline Hill Subdivision off Oakdale Road. The GBA also assisted the Atlanta History
Center’s 2010 exhibit “War in Our Backyards,” which focused on the city’s development consuming the Civil War landscape. That same year, GBA formally commented on a Georgia Department of Transportation plan to modify I-285 at Atlanta Road in the vicinity of the River Line
Battlefield. The GBA also provided funding assistance and text for the interpretive markers at
Shoupade Park on Oakdale Road.

Figure 11: The ABPP 2010 update of the Georgia Battlefields identified numerous battles associated
with the Marietta Operations including the River Line which was given the name
“Chattahoochee River” in the report. (Map courtesy of the ABPP)
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Figure 12: The Georgia Battlefields Association sponsored this historical
marker about the River Line Battlefield at the Riverline Hill Subdivision off Oakdale Road.

Preservation partners on the local level include the Mableton Improvement Coalition (MIC) and
the River Line Historic Area, Inc. (RLHA). These two groups are committed to the responsible
stewardship of the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield through implementation of the River
Line Master Plan and The River Line Historic Area Master Plan. MIC is a membership-based,
volunteer civic association working to protect and improve the community of Mableton, Georgia. MIC is a nonprofit corporation, approved by the IRS as a 501(c)(4) tax-exempt organization
with a 501c (3) supporting organization, the Mableton Community Fund. MIC strives to support
existing neighborhoods within the context of growth and redevelopment, for a thriving community. The organization works with government officials to advocate its goals. The forming of
MIC arose from home-owners’ concerns over a wave of zoning applications in the community
in 2001. Citizens were worried that the character of this unincorporated section of Cobb County
was at risk and banded together as a community voice on zoning issues. In 2005, MIC officially
became organized as a non-profit corporation with a board of directors, officers and members.
MIC advocates for the preservation and recognition of the River Line through various projects
including the creation of local parks, the preservation of the Hooper-Turner House, and bringing
more public attention to the assets in this area. MIC and RLHA have also worked closely with
the Cobb County Parks, Recreation & Cultural Affairs Department (P.A.R.K.S.) and Kennesaw
State University’s Civil War Center in planning for public access and interpretation of countyowned property on Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard.
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Master Plans
Beginning in 2008, both the Mableton Improvement Coalition and Cobb County government
commissioned separate, but complementary, master plans to develop a vision for this important
area. Both plans were completed in 2009 by EDAW/AECOM, a professional design firm. Funding for the River Line Historic Area Master Plan was provided to the Mableton Improvement
Coalition by The Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta. This plan covers the entire River
Line Historic Area, which lies west of the Chattahoochee River linking Vinings, Smyrna, and
Mableton. The plan development was guided by a diverse stakeholder committee culminating in
the final Master Plan in July 2009. This Master plan focuses on the natural and historic resources that can be recreational and cultural assets for the community.
One of the main recommendations of Cobb County’s River Line Master Plan was to “Develop
programs and policies to encourage the preservation and maintenance of the Shoupades and
other historic resources found along the River Line.” This goal speaks to the importance of safeguarding these unique features as well as Union trench lines and other fortifications. The plan
also stressed the importance of preserving other historical features such as Native American remains and properties such as the Hooper-Turner House on Oakdale Road. The plan advocated
for additional archeological research to more fully identify and preserve the River Line’s historic resources. Other related recommendations included the promotion of historic based tourism
and the encouragement of low-impact development to protect the landscape and natural resources.
Archeology Inventory and GIS Analysis for the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield (July 5-10,
1864)
To more fully inventory and evaluate the remaining fortifications of the River Line, MIC received a grant from the American Battlefield Protection Program (ABPP) to complete an archeological study of the battlefield. Completed by Brockington and Associates in 2011, this
study concentrated on the fortifications on the publically-owned Henderson Road and Discovery
Boulevard Tracts. The study also identified through GIS analysis the location of known Shoupades and those which may still exist. This study also provides a comprehensive analysis of the
construction of the River Line, its role during the Atlanta Campaign and recommendations for
future archeological investigations. One of the outcomes of this study was the preparation of the
Chattahoochee River Line Multiple Property Documentation Form for National Register nomination for the Georgia Historic Preservation Division. This nomination is scheduled to be reviewed and acted upon in 2014.
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Previous Recognition—The “Johnston’s Line” National Register Nomination
A small section of the River Line Battlefield was listed in the National Register of Historic
Places on July 5, 1973. This listing was the result of a nomination prepared by the staff of the
Georgia Historical Commission. The nomination included entrenchments on both sides of
Nickajack Creek and what is now known as the Discovery Boulevard Tract containing an extensive line of Confederate trenches, fort and one Shoupade. The nominated property also included the ridgeline on the west side of Nickajack Creek which in 1973 contained a series of
Union trenches. The trenches were described as “The major trench is 240 feet long, and the
other is about 100 feet. They are 130 feet apart and are located between a quarter and a half mile
from the mouth of the creek.”
The nominated boundary for “Johnston’s Line” was listed as 13.07 acres but this appears to be
in error since a larger area is shown on the nomination’s maps. The nominated area encompasses
the Confederate fortifications on the east side of Discovery Boulevard, the Union battery position on the west side of Nickajack Creek and a rectangular area containing Union trenches along
what is now Sunrise Boulevard. The site of the Union trenches described in 1973 is now occupied by a large industrial building and the trenches were destroyed for this construction. With
the exception of this nomination, none of the other fortifications in the River Line Battlefield are
currently listed in the National Register.

Site of Union trenches
which are no longer extant

Confederate and Union fortifications on Discovery
Boulevard

Figure 13: The “Johnston’s Line” National Register nomination included the Confederate fortifications on the east side of Discovery Boulevard along with the Union battery position on the west side of Nickajack Creek. The Union trenches have since been razed
and were within the rectangular boundary at left.
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Current Recognition—The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield National
Register Nomination
A Multiple Property Documentation Form (MPDF) National Register nomination was prepared
by the cultural resources firm Brockington and Associates for the Chattahoochee River Line
Battlefield in 2012. This nomination was approved by the Georgia National Register Review
Board in February of 2014 and official listing should occur by the end of the year. The property
included within the nomination includes the trench line, fort, Shoupade and Union battery position previously listed in 1973 as “Johnston’s River Line.” The current nomination provides a
much more detailed history, archeological information and boundary justification than did the
nomination prepared in 1973. This property consists of 103.4 acres and is owned by Cobb
County. Known as the “Discovery Boulevard Tract,” this property is proposed for use as a passive recreation park with interpretation of the Civil War fortifications.
A second property included in the nomination is known as the “Henderson Road Tract” and is
located on the north side of Veterans Memorial Highway west of Nickajack Creek. This property was purchased by Cobb County as part of the county’s open space and parks initiatives. The
Henderson Road Tract contains 23.7 acres and within the tract are Union trench lines and battery
positions. The property also contains the site of Howell’s Mill, a 19th century gristmill, as well
as several house sites and historic roadbeds.
The MPDF provides sufficient information to assist in the nomination and listing of other fortifications associated with the River Line Battlefield. These could include the Shoupades owned by
Cobb County and the City of Smyrna and privately-owned fortifications as well. Listing of properties in the National Register would be an important step for the River Line Battlefield. The
National Park Service (NPS), under the auspices of the U.S. Department of the Interior, administers the National Register of Historic Places. The National Register is the nation’s official list of
properties significant to the history, architectural history, archaeology, engineering, and culture
of the United States. Listing in the National Register is an honorary designation, recognizing the
significance of properties and districts on a local, state or national level. It includes individual
buildings, structures, sites, objects and historic districts. Individuals, organizations, state and local governments, and federal agencies can all make nominations to the National Register. Properties that are listed individually, or are contributing to a historic district, may qualify for federal
and state tax credits.
Listing in the National Register also provides opportunities for technical assistance and possible
grants. Some protection for National Register-listed properties does occur when federal funds
are utilized for projects that may jeopardize these sites. Under the National Historic Preservation
Act, enacted in 1966, federally-funded projects must take the time to assess their impacts to National Register properties and determine whether the project will adversely affect these historic
properties. Listing battlefields in the National Register is often an important step in their preservation and protection.
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Figure 14: Topographic map showing the two nominated properties. The Henderson
Road Tract is located off Veterans Memorial Highway while the Discovery
Boulevard Tract borders the Chattahoochee River. The nominated property for
the Discovery Boulevard Tract is outlined in brown while the rest of the
county-owned property is outlined in red. (Map courtesy of Brockington and
Associates)
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Public Participation and the Planning Process
The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield Preservation Plan was initiated in April of 2013 with
a projected one-year completion schedule. During April and May the consultant team met with
representatives and partners of MIC and The River Line Historic Area nonprofit to tour the
River Line and gather data on the remaining fortifications and other historical sites. In June, the
consultant team conducted additional research and field surveys of the battlefield area. This research included an examination of other Civil War sites in the Atlanta area, opportunities for
interpretation and the development of concept plans for the preservation and use of the Discovery Boulevard and Henderson Road tracts.
Public participation was a key component for this plan and a public meeting was held on July
16, 2013 at Whitfield Academy in Mableton. Over 125 attendees were at the meeting which
featured a powerpoint presentation and question and answer session by the consultants. The assistant director of Kennesaw State University’s Civil War Center provided an overview of the
history of the River Line. After the public meeting, the consultants conducted dozens of interviews with property owners, Cobb County officials and other interested stakeholders. A survey
regarding the future of the River Line Battlefield was also posted on the consultant’s website
and forty people responded to this survey.

Figure 15: Over 125 property owners, public officials and interested citizens attended the
July 16th public meeting at the Whitefield Academy.
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Figure 16: At the September 30, 2013 Public Meeting participants were presented with the
draft recommendations of the plan and discussed the concepts for the use of the
Cobb County-owned Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard Tracts.
In August of 2013, the consultant team conducted additional stakeholder interviews and developed goals and objectives for the battlefield plan. Concept plans for the preservation and use of
the Discovery Boulevard and Henderson Road Tracts were prepared as one of the major objectives of the River Line project.
On September 30, 2013, the consultant team presented draft recommendations and objectives of
the plan at a second public meeting at Mt. Harmony Baptist Church with approximately 75 people in attendance. At this meeting the concept plans for the Henderson Road and Discovery
Boulevard Tracts were presented for viewing and comment. During the meeting comment cards
were passed out to those in attendance for additional feedback.
An on-line survey was also made available to interested citizens through the consultant and
MIC websites. The survey results showed that respondents were interested as much in the possibilities of additional outdoor recreation and environmental conservation as they were in the
River Line’s Civil War heritage. Most respondents supported the concept of battlefield parks on
the Discovery Boulevard and Henderson Road Tracts and with limited passive recreation such
as walking trails and picnicking. There was strong support for connecting the proposed parks
with the planned Nickajack Greenway. The respondents also supported preserving fortifications
on privately owned land either through purchase or easement. While the majority agreed that
interpretation of the battlefield’s Civil War history was most important there was also strong
support for interpreting the River Line’s African American and civilian themes as well.
A third public meeting was held at the South Cobb Community Center on July 8, 2014 which
was attended by approximately 60 citizens. The purpose of this meeting was to present the final
plan recommendations for further discussion and consideration. As a result of the public meetings, stakeholder interviews, survey answers and other comments, a number of goals and objectives received strong support and concurrence. These are listed on the following pages.
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A SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
SHORT-TERM GOALS AND IMPLEMENTATION (1 TO 5 YEARS)
Preservation
Acquire easements or purchase Priority One properties from property owners in the River Line
Battlefield. Provide information concerning the economic benefits of easements on an annual
basis to property owners.
Create public improvement and access for the Discovery Boulevard and Henderson Road Tracts
and develop a fortifications management plan in accordance with National Park Service guidelines.
Create a Cultural Landscape Report and adopt a more formal archeological program based on
the National Park Service guidelines.
Coordinate preservation of open space and viewsheds with the existing and proposed Chattahoochee River and Nickajack Creek Greenway projects.
Complete an archeological study of the privately-owned Cobb County properties which may
contain fortifications.
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitate the Hooper-Turner House in accordance with guidelines recommended by the
Georgia State Historic Preservation Office.
Remove the existing fences around the Shoupades at Shoupade Park and River Line Park and
replace with appropriate fences and signage.
Interpretation
Create a comprehensive Interpretive Plan for the River Line Battlefield.
Produce publications and interpretive media for walking and driving tours.
Enhance the existing River Line Historic Area website as needed when the proposed Henderson
Road and Discovery Boulevard parks and other sites are developed.
Develop wayside exhibits and other interpretive media based on the Interpretive Plan for the
publically owned properties.
Improve directional signage to the publically-owned parks based on the Interpretive Plan.
Create exhibits and displays based on the Interpretive Plan at the Hooper-Turner House following the property’s rehabilitation.
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Conduct historical research on Howell’s Mill and the Settlement Community and create interpretive exhibits for these sites.
Purchase or obtain by loan appropriate cannons for placement at battery locations deemed suitable by the Interpretive Plan.

MEDIUM-TERM GOALS AND IMPLEMENTATION (6 TO 10 YEARS)
Preservation
Acquire easements or purchase Priority Two properties from property owners in the River Line
Battlefield. Provide information concerning the economic benefits of easements on an annual
basis to property owners.
Interpretation
Develop wayside exhibits and other interpretive media based on the Interpretive Plan for acquired Priority Two properties.
Connect Priority Two properties with trail systems as appropriate from the publically-owned
parks and Greenway system.
Create appropriate commemoration of enslaved and impressed African Americans at a location
along the River Line.
Revise or create exhibits to highlight the River Line Battlefield at regional Civil War and local
history museums.

LONG-TERM GOALS AND IMPLEMENTATION (10 TO 15 YEARS)
Preservation
Acquire easements or purchase Priority Three properties from property owners in the River
Line Battlefield. Provide information concerning the economic benefits of easements on an annual basis to property owners.
Interpretation
Develop wayside exhibits and other interpretive media based on the Interpretive Plan for acquired Priority Three properties.
Connect Priority Three properties with trail systems as appropriate from the publically-owned
parks and Greenway system.
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CHAPTER III - HISTORIC CONTEXT OF THE RIVER LINE
Early Inhabitants
Archeological evidence suggests that the earliest documented inhabitants arrived in present-day
Georgia on the trail of large-game herds around 10,000 years ago. This was during the early Archaic period when hunting and gathering formed the basis for survival. Yet, evidence of small
shelters and hearths indicate some degree of domesticity. Over the next 5,000 years, territorial
movement decreased, and sophistication of tools and implements increased, as did the establishment of more permanent settlements. Late Archaic (4,000-1,000 B.C.) peoples developed an extensive trade network around the greater Southeast region. For example, soapstone bowls originally crafted at quarries in northern Georgia were found at archeological excavation sites as far
away as the central Mississippi River valley and the Florida keys. This wide-ranging travel,
however, was coupled with the introduction of horticulture, indicating a shift away from nomadic subsistence.
The permanence of settlements is also reflected in the practice of mound-building during the
Woodland period (1,000 B.C. to 1,000 A.D.). The earliest mounds discovered in Georgia date to
the Middle Woodland period (300 B.C. to 600 A.D.). It appears that during the next 300 years,
corn agriculture was practiced among the Late Woodland peoples in Georgia. The final prehistoric period is the Mississippian period (1,000 to 1500 A.D.). Archeologists, supported by
accounts of Spanish explorers of the 16th century, believe Late Mississippian societies were organized by powerful chiefdoms. The rise of a hierarchical cultural structure among Mississippian peoples created a new dynamic of cooperation and competition among different chiefdoms.
One of the most impressive chiefdom settlements of the Mississippian period was at present-day
Cartersville in northwest Georgia, about thirty miles north of Marietta. Known as the Etowah
site, this pre-historic complex consisted of six mounds, a public plaza, and domiciles, all surrounded by defensive fortifications.

Figure 17: At left is the Etowah Indian Mound at Etowah State park near Cartersville; at right
are clay figures unearthed at the Etowah site dating from the Mississippian period.
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An important trail through this area was the Hightower path, which derived from its Indian name
“Etowah.” The expanse of the Hightower path - from present-day Charleston, South Carolina,
through the Cherokee Nation of northern Georgia and Alabama, and into Mississippi - illustrates
the range of travel by Native Americans across the Southeast. The Cherokee, Chickasaw, and
Creek peoples used the path as a territorial boundary marker. This was a major thoroughfare of
trade and travel, connecting the Creek and Cherokee Nations, which were divided by the Etowah
River. It is known that the road was a well-established route by the 1700s. Later, westward pioneers used the path to settle throughout the Southeast. Settlers transformed the ancient footpath
into a wagon road. Remnants of the Hightower path were still visible to 20th century residents
living here when the area was still rural. Numerous historical markers for the trail have been
erected across north Georgia.
The initial decline of Mississippian culture began around 1450 from uncertain causes and was
exacerbated when new diseases were introduced by Spanish exploration, namely Hernando de
Soto in 1540. The people we now refer to as Native Americans, known by such tribal names as
Creek, Choctaw, and Cherokee, are descendants of Mississippian peoples. The Creek Nation, a
confederacy of several groups, consisted of 9,000 people around 1680. This number grew to
around 20,000 by the post-Revolutionary War period. The Creek Nation was centered in eastcentral Alabama and ranged well into northern Georgia. The Cherokee Nation covered a broad
area in the Southeastern United States. Their territory included parts of eight Southern states.
Cherokee settlements were traditionally located in the river valleys in Georgia.
Originally a nomadic people, the Cherokee became farmers by the 19th century. The Cherokee
people made their home in northern Georgia, including present-day Cobb County. The Cherokee
adapted to European-American cultural and political customs, developing a written language,
adopting a constitution, and establishing a capitol city. The capitol of the Cherokee Nation was
just north of Cobb County at New Echota, which is now a state park.
Establishment of Cobb County
Despite the Cherokee assimilation, as a group they were perceived as an obstacle to settlement
in northern Georgia and other Southeastern states. During the late 1820s, gold was discovered in
the hills of Dahlonega, in northern Georgia. The discovery prompted a gold rush, as prospectors
poured into the area. During the late 18th and early 19th centuries, settlers were streaming over
the Appalachian Mountains and entering Cherokee, Choctaw, and Creek tribal lands, often without regard for land treaties between the various tribes and the federal government. When state
governments failed to uphold the land treaties, some tribes sent emissaries to Washington.
The tribe most adept and successful at self-representation was the Cherokee Nation. Cherokee
acculturation proved beneficial in prolonging their negotiations with federal officials well into
the 1830s. The Choctaw were removed to lands west of the Mississippi River as early as 1831
and the Creeks were removed in 1834. The Cherokee were the last holdouts; however, President
Andrew Jackson took advantage of dissension between the National Party and Treaty Party
within the Cherokee Nation. Jackson tired of the tenacity of the National Party, representing the
majority of Cherokee not inclined to leave their homeland. In 1835 he negotiated a $5-million
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pay-off with the smaller Treaty Party. Beginning in May of 1838, U.S. troops forcibly removed
16,000 Cherokee from north Alabama and Georgia and southeastern Tennessee.
By 1830, the white population of the area that would become Cobb County was around 2,000
people. Once the Cherokee were forced from their homelands, land was parceled out to settlers
in 40- or 160-acre lots. Cobb County, established in 1832, was divided into Districts and further subdivided by lots. Marietta was formed as the county seat and other early communities
were Sweet Water Town, Buffalo Fish, and Big Shanty.
From the 1830s through the 1850s, settlers continued moving into the area. The State of Georgia
planned the construction of a railroad in the 1830s with the Western & Atlantic Railroad finally
in operation from Marietta to Marthasville (re-named Atlanta) in 1845. By 1850 the line connected Chattanooga, Tennessee, to its terminus in Atlanta. The rail line passed through Marietta
and the town became a transportation center for the area. Hotels, restaurants, and warehouses
were built to accommodate the high traffic through the city. Marietta also developed as a manufacturing center, and wealthy businessmen built stately antebellum homes. On the eve of the
Civil War, Cobb County contained a population of 14,242 residents with cotton, corn and livestock the major sources of income.
The Atlanta Campaign
Abraham Lincoln was elected President of the United States in November of 1860 prompting
most Southern states to secede from the Union. Georgia seceded from the Union in January of
1861 and began preparations for war. The Civil War began in April of 1861 with the surrender
of Fort Sumter at Charleston, South Carolina and President Abraham Lincoln’s call for troops.
Over the next two years Georgia supplied arms, ammunition and men to the various Confederate
armies but was largely spared the ravages of war. During these years Atlanta emerged as an important transportation hub for the movement of Confederate troops as well as containing a number of industries important to the war effort.
During the summer and fall of 1863, Union forces under the command of Major General William S. Rosecrans pushed General Braxton Bragg’s Confederate Army of Tennessee out of Middle Tennessee southward to Chattanooga. Flanked out of Chattanooga, Bragg’s army in north
Georgia was reinforced with soldiers from General Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia.
Bragg defeated Rosecrans’ army at the Battle of Chickamauga and laid siege to the defeated Union army in Chattanooga. Rosecrans was relieved of command and Lt. General Ulysses S. Grant
was appointed in his place. Grant attacked Bragg and defeated him at the Battle of Chattanooga
on November 25th. Bragg’s army retreated to Dalton, Georgia and Major General William T.
Sherman was placed in command of the Union forces at Chattanooga. After going into winter
quarters, Sherman planned a campaign in the spring of 1864 to advance into Georgia and capture Atlanta. After his defeat at Chattanooga, Bragg was removed from command and replaced
by General Joseph E. Johnston. Over the next several months Johnston and his army built fortifications at Dalton, Georgia and prepared for the fighting to come.
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Figure 18: Confederate
General Joseph E. Johnston
(left) and Union Major General William T. Sherman
(right) fought against each
other in the early days of the
Atlanta Campaign (Photos
courtesy U.S. Library of
Congress).

In late April of 1864, Union scouts began to test the strength of the Confederate troops in Georgia. On May 7th Sherman’s army began its march south with the intention of defeating Johnston’s Confederate army and capturing Atlanta. Sherman’s army was comprised of almost
100,000 men divided into three smaller units; the Army of the Cumberland, the Army of the
Ohio and the Army of the Tennessee. Johnston opposed Sherman with some 66,000 men divided into three corps. Using his superior manpower, Sherman flanked Johnston out of his
strong position at Rocky Face Ridge and Johnston was forced to retreat south to Resaca. Fighting at Resaca on May 14-15 failed to stop Sherman’s advance and once again he flanked Johnston out of this position. Over the next few weeks a recurring pattern emerged as Johnston’s army
built strong defensive fortifications but were forced to retreat when Sherman used his larger
army to flank Johnston’s lines. Attacks and counterattacks occurred at Allatoona Pass, New
Hope Church, Mount Zion Church and Picketts’ Mills as both armies sought to gain an advantage.
By early June, Johnston fell back to a new defensive line on Lost, Brushy and Pine Mountains.
As part of his planning to defend Atlanta, Johnston made preparations to build additional fortifications around the city and on the west bank of the Chattahoochee River. On June 10th, Johnston sent notice to Colonel Moses H. Wright to re-direct some of his engineers and slave laborers
from building defensive works around Atlanta to a new line on the Chattahoochee River. Johnston realized that the Chattahoochee River was the last and largest natural obstacle between his
troops and Atlanta. Johnston hoped that if he was forced to retreat to the Chattahoochee that this
defensive line could hold Sherman in place for weeks. The line would also check Sherman if
Johnston had to retreat across the river into Atlanta. By mid-June construction of the Chattahoochee River Line fortifications began as Johnston fell back to a new position at Kennesaw Mountain north of Marietta.
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Figure 19: During the Atlanta Campaign Sherman’s army repeatedly flanked Johnston out of strong defensive positions
until the two forces met at Kennesaw Mountain. (Map
courtesy CivilWarInteractive.com)
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The Battle of Kennesaw Mountain
One of the strongest defensive positions occupied by Johnston’s Confederate army was at Kennesaw Mountain north of Marietta. Kennesaw Mountain and other adjacent high ground formed
a major natural barrier to Sherman’s advance and by mid-June a formidable defensive line was
built by Confederate engineers. By this time Sherman was frustrated with Johnston’s ability to
continually escape from the Union army’s flanking maneuvers. As his army approached the
Kennesaw Mountain line, Sherman thought that Johnston’s army was stretched thin and that a
frontal assault might break his line. On June 27th Sherman launched a large-scale frontal attack
against the center and right of Johnston’s line. Divisions of Major General James B. McPherson’s Army of the Tennessee feinted against the northern end of Kennesaw Mountain and attacked a spur of the mountain known as Pigeon Hill. Meanwhile, Divisions under the command
of Major General George H. Thomas aimed for the middle of the Confederate line at Cheatham
Hill.
The assaults against Johnston’s line were initially successful and some of the Confederate advanced trench lines were captured. However, the attacks against the main Confederate line were
repulsed with heavy losses. Union losses were over 3,000 men while the Confederate army had
casualties of less than 1,000. While the direct attacks were not successful, Union Major General
John M. Schofield’s Army of the Ohio achieved a strategic success against the Confederate left
flank which soon forced Johnston to abandon the Kennesaw Mountain line and retreat to the
south of Marietta.

Figure 20: Sherman’s direct assaults against the Confederate fortifications at Kennesaw
Mountain were repulsed but Schofield’s Army of the Ohio managed to once
again flank Johnston’s line. (Map courtesy of Hal Jespersen, www.cwmaps.com)
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The Chattahoochee River Line
As part of his strategy to defend Atlanta, Confederate General Joseph Johnston ordered that a
line of fortifications be constructed to the north of the Chattahoochee River. This “River Line”
was intended to protect the Chattahoochee River bridges and ferry crossings in the event his
army was forced to retreat to this position. The River Line was also designed to inflict heavy
casualties on Sherman’s army if attacked. The River Line also gave Johnston the option of defending it with a small force while using the rest of his army to attack Sherman. The Chattahoochee River Line consisted of thirty-six arrowhead-shaped forts, connected by a strong wall of
log palisades and trenches. The forts are referred to as “Shoupades” and named after Brigadier
General Francis A. Shoup, who is credited with their design. This accreditation is likely based
on an 1895 article in which Shoup detailed the planning and construction of the River Line. A
graduate of West Point, Shoup was educated in the design and use of military fortifications.
Shoup suggested a series of impregnable fortifications backing up to the Chattahoochee
River. The fort was a classic example of the use of bastions, small arrowhead-shaped forts
which protrude out from its corners. Soldiers in the bastions could fire into the sides and backs
of enemies who may be attacking another part of the walls. Likewise, fire from the walls would
protect the bastions. While Shoup is given the main credit for designing the River Line other
officers including Major General Mansfield Lovell, Lt. Colonel S. Wilson Presstman and Major
Wilbur Foster also helped design and engineer the fortifications.
Shoup arrived on the site by June 21st to commence work. Shoup scouted the north side of the
river for several miles and found appropriate high ground for a line of fortifications from about a
mile above the Western & Atlantic Railroad, running southwest at an average of one mile distance from the river. Confederate officers impressed slaves from throughout the region and
brought them to the Chattahoochee River to build the fortifications. By late June Shoup wrote
there were 1,000 slave laborers on site working quickly to build the line. In addition to the
thirty-six Shoupades, Shoup’s line consisted of dozens of two-gun artillery redans as well as
several large forts containing multiple cannons. The Shoupades, redans and forts were connected
by interlocking trench lines.

Figure 21: This Shoupade model was
created by historian William R. Scaife
who conducted extensive research on the
River Line.
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Figure 22: The defensive concept of the River Line is shown in the illustration above and
how the Shoupades and artillery redans would create different fields of fire.
(Illustration from Scaife and Erquitt’s The Chattahoochee River Line, An
American Maginot.”)

Figure 23: This sketch from Shoup’s memoirs shows the overall design, log construction and connectivity of the Shoupades and
River Line.
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Johnston’s army fell back into the River Line fortifications on July 5th. Many of the soldiers expressed relief to march to a strong position already prepared for them. Others felt that the fortifications could be improved and strengthened them with additional logs or dirt. Slaves were
forced to continue to improve the River Line even as Confederate soldiers occupied them. One
of these slaves escaped on July 5th and was taken to Sherman’s headquarters where he described
the immense line of fortifications facing the Union army. This information as well as observations of the strength of the River Line convinced Sherman not to order a frontal assault. On the
next day Union troops dug trenches and built artillery redans and other battery positions on the
hills and ridges opposite the River Line. Union artillery shelled the River Line intensely on July
6th and 7th. Confederate artillery answered back and there were numerous casualties on each
side. Both Union and Confederate sharpshooters were also actively engaged up and down the
line.
The artillery duel and additional observations of the Confederate line convinced the Union commanders that an assault on the River Line would be too costly. Instead Sherman ordered probes
of the Confederate flanks and identification of possible crossings of the Chattahoochee River.
Johnston responded with moving some of his own infantry and cavalry along either side of the
river while leaving the bulk of his force in the River Line fortifications. On July 8th, Sherman
ordered McPherson to make a demonstration against the southern part of the River Line by constructing additional artillery batteries and firing on Confederate positions. At the same time
Schofield’s Army of the Ohio marched past Johnston’s right flank and located a river crossing
near Roswell which was lightly defended. By the evening of July 8th Schofield had a division of
troops on the south side of the Chattahoochee and had erected a pontoon bridge to move additional men and supplies. Union cavalry also crossed the river further upstream and scattered opposing Confederate cavalry units. Once Johnston learned of the large numbers of Union forces
on the south side of the river he gave an order to abandon the River Line on the evening of July
9th. When he heard the news Shoup reminisced “what a blow it was to me.”
On the night of July 9th, Johnston’s Army of Tennessee abandoned the River Line and crossed
the Chattahoochee River on pontoon bridges. The next morning Federal skirmishers cautiously
advanced to the River Line and found the works unoccupied. Over the next several days most of
Sherman’s army crossed the river while Johnston withdrew into the outer defense fortifications
around Atlanta. Johnston’s retreat from the River Line after only five days was a surprise and
disappointment to the Confederate high command. Johnston had told an emissary sent by Confederate President Jefferson Davis that he could hold Sherman at bay on the River Line until the
end of July. Instead, the line held for less than one week. Frustrated with his lack of aggressiveness, Davis relieved Johnston of command on July 17th and replaced him with Major General
John Bell Hood. Hood fought Sherman’s army at the Battle of Peachtree Creek on July 20th, and
the Battle of Atlanta on July 22nd. Hood lost both of these battles and sustained almost 13,000
casualties. After additional fighting, Sherman moved his army to the south of Atlanta and cut off
its last railroad supply line in August. Hood was forced to retreat with his decimated army and
Atlanta was captured by Sherman on September 1st ending the Atlanta Campaign.
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Figure 24: The Dodge-Ruger Map of 1874 shows the River Line fortifications outlined
in red with the Union trench lines and fortifications shown in blue. The two
parcels which comprise the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield MPDF
nomination are outlined in green on the map. (Map courtesy of Brockington
and Associates)
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Figure 25: The River Line Battlefield, July 5-10, 1864. This map shows the position
of the opposing forces and Johnston’s occupation of the River Line. (Map
from Scaife and Erquitt’s The Chattahoochee River Line, An American
Maginot”)
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The Significance of the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield
The River Line Battlefield played an important role in the military, engineering and political history of the Civil War. On the morning of July 5, 1864 Major General William T. Sherman observed Johnston’s River Line and later wrote: “It was one of the strongest pieces of field fortifications I ever saw.” His Chief Engineer, Captain Orlando Poe also wrote that the River Line was
“by far the strongest” fortifications the Federal army had encountered up to that point during the
campaign. The River Line was of sufficient strength to deter Sherman from making any costly
frontal assaults, especially after the Union army's recent losses at Kennesaw Mountain. The
River Line fortifications were so formidable that after some initial skirmishing there was never a
serious attack made at any point along the line and most casualties were caused by artillery fire.
For Confederate General Joseph Johnston, at a minimum the River Line allowed the Army of
Tennessee to rest in a ready-made line of fortifications which protected the Chattahoochee River
crossings. After digging trenches and fighting for weeks, the River Line offered some relief to
Johnston’s weary troops to rest and refit even if just for a short time. The fortifications also allowed Johnston the flexibility to hold the Federal army at bay with a small force while using
other elements of his army to attack the Union flanks or other part of their line. Johnston has
been criticized by historians for not taking advantage of the strength of the River Line to go on
the offensive. Sherman voiced this opinion as well in his memoirs when he stated “I have always thought Johnston neglected his opportunity there, for he had lain comparatively idle while
we got control of both banks of the river above him.” The strong fortifications of the River Line
offered Johnston an opportunity to counter Sherman’s movements but the Army of Tennessee
stayed in their entrenchments.
The design of the River Line is also significant in the history of Civil War engineering. The
River Line was composed of a series of connected infantry trench lines, artillery redans and redoubts. During the Civil War, redoubts consisted of any enclosed polygon and were often simply an enclosed square. Redoubts were generally designed with walls made from parapets, a
ditch on the outside, and some form of breastwork for protecting gunners or riflemen. The Shoupades of the River Line were a unique type of infantry redoubt, as it is an enclosed polygon.
They were designed with a diamond, or “arrowhead” shape, with salients that faced towards the
enemy, and shorter rear walls enclosed in the rear. Shoupades were built only on the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield and represent an innovative defensive design. The Shoupade redoubts were laid out on high ground in a sawtooth pattern, dispersed with V shaped artillery redans containing two guns each. This design allowed for a system of alternating Shoupades and
artillery redans to protect each other with overlapping fields of fire. This system was sufficiently
formidable to convince Sherman and his officers of the futility of attacking the River Line.
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Figure 26: The unique arrowhead shaped design of Shoupade # 4 at Shoupade
Park remains readily visible in this aerial view from the Cobb
County GIS website.
Johnston’s retreat from the River Line also was part of a chain of events that led to President
Abraham Lincoln’s reelection. By late June, Confederate President Jefferson Davis was disappointed with Johnston’s continual falling back towards Atlanta. He asked Georgia Senator Benjamin Hill to confer with Johnston and discuss plans for the defense of Atlanta. In this meeting
Johnston stated to Hill that his army could hold the River Line until the end of July. When Hill
subsequently met with Davis and said that Johnston could hold out until the end of July, Davis
already had a telegram detailing Johnston’s retreat from the River Line after only five days. Losing confidence in Johnston’s ability to defend Atlanta, Davis relieved him from command on
July 17th. Davis then appointed Major General John Bell Hood as commander of the Army of
Tennessee. Hood launched a series of unsuccessful attacks against Sherman’s army and was
forced to abandon Atlanta on September 1, 1864. The fall of Atlanta along with other Union victories helped re-elect Lincoln in November and led to the eventual capitulation of the Confederacy.
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CHAPTER IV – THE BATTLEFIELD LANDSCAPE
The River Line Battlefield After the Civil War
When the River Line was constructed the southeastern section of Cobb County was largely in
woodlands and cultivated fields. The fortifications of the River Line were built along a road
which ran on the top of the ridge separated by Nickajack Creek and the Chattahoochee River.
Several small farms occupied by the Turner, Sewell and other families were along this road.
The fighting along the River Line left damaged properties in its wake as well as extensive earthworks through the woodlands and fields. In the years after the war some of these fortifications
were removed for cultivation while others were left in place and eventually covered with trees
and other vegetation. The logs of the Shoupades gradually deteriorated or were salvaged for
other uses.
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries this section of Cobb County remained largely rural and
was characterized by small farms. Cotton was a primary crop and cotton mills were established
in Marietta for processing and manufacturing. The small communities of Vinings, Gilmore
Edna, Oakdale and Mableton developed during these years in the vicinity of the River Line Battlefield. The African American community of Settlement was also established in these years
adjacent to the Western & Atlantic Railroad.

Figure 27: The Cobb County map of 1915 shows the communities of Vinings,
Gilmore, Edna, and Mableton near the Chattahoochee River and the
River Line Battlefield. (Map courtesy GeorgiaInfo.com)
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In the 1920s the eastern section of the county was impacted by the construction of U.S. Highway
41. This became a major automobile highway connecting Miami to the Midwest. The highway
encouraged the development of businesses along its route and greatly increased the commercial
growth of Marietta. The increase in automobile ownership and other road construction also allowed Atlanta residents to live further away from the city and suburban development gradually
expanded into Cobb County.
Cobb County’s economy continued to diversify to include manufacturing during World War II.
In 1942 the Bell Aircraft Corporation announced the opening of a Marietta plant at Rickenbacker Field for the manufacture of B-29 bombers for the war effort. The factory employed
28,000 workers by 1945. Cobb County’s population soared 61.6% from 38,272 in 1940 to
61,830 in 1950. Though the Bell plant closed after the war, the facility was awarded to the Lockheed Corporation in 1951. During the Korean War, Lockheed-Georgia built C-130 Hercules and
C-5 Galaxy transport planes. Today, the site is also home to Dobbins Air Base.
Cobb County was further impacted in the 1950s with the construction of Interstate 75 from Atlanta to Chattanooga. This interstate was built to the east of Marietta and provided ready access
into the county. As the Atlanta metropolitan region expanded in the 1950s the population of
Cobb County almost doubled to 114,174 residents by 1960. Traffic through the county was further intensified with the construction of I-285 in 1969. What was once rural agricultural lands
and woodlands became transformed into residential subdivisions and commercial development.
Many industries also opened in these years along the west bank of the Chattahoochee River. In
the late 20th and early 21st centuries Cobb County was consistently one of the fastest growing
counties in the nation. In 2010, Cobb County had 688,078 residents and 287,462 housing units.
Over 85% of housing units in Cobb County were built since 1970. Population density of the
county in 2010 was 1,998 per square mile compared to the state average of 168 people per
square mile.
The rapid urbanization of Cobb County since World War II has resulted in the loss of much of
the River Line Battlefield landscape. The 2011 archeological study by Brockington and Associates used GIS coordinates to map the original locations of the Confederate and Union fortifications. Most sections of the Union and Confederate trench lines have been destroyed along with
many of the battery positions. Of the thirty-six Shoupades built along the Confederate line only
nine are known to remain extant. During the 1990s, some property owners feared that the Shoupades on their land would restrict development and razed them. Other developers were more
sensitive and incorporated the Shoupades into their residential and commercial properties. An
example of this approach was in January of 2004 when the Smyrna City Council approved rezoning for a housing development after the developer agreed to fence off and preserve a Shoupade. While the Shoupade was saved, the natural landscape of woods and fields was cleared for
the development project, destroying the historic context of the site.
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Figure 28: In 1954 the southern section of the River Line Battlefield remained largely undeveloped except for along Oakdale Road. (Mableton USGS Quad map)
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The River Line Battlefield—Protected Property
The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield encompasses a large area of eastern Cobb County,
Georgia. The majority of the earthworks and landscapes associated with the engagements of July
5-10, 1864 have been lost to urban development. However, within the past twenty years several
sections of significant fortifications have been purchased and protected either by county governments or private developers. Other parcels containing significant and intact earthworks remain
on the landscape and provide additional opportunities for protection and interpretation. Originally 36 Shoupades were built as part of the River Line. Of these 9 remain and are numbered 1
through 9 in this report with #1 being the furthest north.
The largest amount of protected property is owned by Cobb County at two tracts; the Discovery
Boulevard Tract of 103 acres and the Henderson Road Tract of 24 acres. The Discovery Boulevard Tract consists of two parcels acquired by the county in 1990 and 1994. The Henderson
Road Tract is comprised of several parcels; One 7.5 acre parcel was purchased in 2004 with
Georgia's green space program funding, and the remaining parcels in 2006 as part of the
county’s $40 million bond initiative to acquire park land.
The Discovery Boulevard Tract is located on Discovery Boulevard between Veterans Memorial
Highway and Mableton Parkway. The Discovery Boulevard property borders Discovery Boulevard on the west, the Chattahoochee River on the east and industrial tracts on the north and
south. This property features a prominent ridgeline overlooking the river containing an extensive
line of Confederate fortifications. Also on the property on the west side of Nickajack Creek is a
hill retaining a Union battery fort. A rough trail currently leads from Discovery Boulevard to
this site but this trail is not marked and there is no interpretive signage.
The second largest property owned by Cobb County is the 24-acre tract located on Henderson
Road just off the 1100 block of Veterans Memorial Highway SE. This property has road frontage along Veterans Memorial Highway and features Union fortifications on the ridgelines west
of Nickajack Creek. This tract also has 19th and early 20th century house sites and the mill dam
and foundations associated with one of Howell’s Mills.
A third protected parcel owned by Cobb County is Shoupade Park in the 4700 block of Oakdale
Road. The two Shoupades and an artillery redan were preserved as part of a housing development by Pulte Homes in 2007. In 2010, this property was acquired by Cobb County and it encompasses 2.35-acres between neighboring housing developments. The park consists of a small
parking lot, walking trail, two Confederate Shoupades, an artillery redan and interpretive signage erected by the Georgia Battlefields Association.
On the east side of the Chattahoochee River is a Confederate Shoupade and Union trench line on
property owned by Fulton County. The property is just to the northeast of the Charlie Brown
Airport and serves as a buffer zone for the Airport Authority. The parcel containing the fortifications consists of 70.8-acres and is on a ridgeline overlooking the Chattahoochee River. There is
presently no public access to these fortifications.
Several fortifications are privately owned but protected by homeowner’s associations or by
agreements between developers and local governments. The most publically accessible of these
is the Confederate fortification known as Shoupade # 7. This fortification was preserved in 2004
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by an agreement between a developer and the City of Smyrna. It is on property now owned by a
homeowner’s association and is directly adjacent to the City of Smyrna’s River Line Park. Visitors can access the Shoupade via a walking trail within the park. Another fortification, Shoupade
# 2, is located within the Olde Ivy Subdivision on Ivy Ridge Drive. This Shoupade is located on
high ground and is surrounded by dense housing developments. The Shoupade was preserved by
the John Wieland Homes and Neighborhoods as part of the development of the Olde Ivy Subdivision. There is presently no public access or interpretation at this fortification.
A fortification known as the “Georgia Militia Fort” is protected on property owned by the JW
Investments LLC (John Wieland Homes and Neighborhoods) and is part of the Providence Subdivision on Veterans Memorial Highway. This fortification is on a 4.6-acre parcel just to the east
of the subdivision’s clubhouse and is protected by an agreement with the homeowner’s association. This fortification is not accessible to the public and there is no interpretive signage.
On Settlement Road is a Confederate artillery fort, a portion of which is within a proposed residential subdivision planned by the John Wieland Company. In an agreement with Cobb County
government, this fortification is to be protected and interpreted when construction of dwellings
in the subdivision is completed. This agreement also calls for the subdivision gate to be open
during the day for visitors to access the fort as well as the adjacent cemetery associated with
First St. John’s Baptist Church. This church (no longer extant) and cemetery are associated with
the African-American Settlement Community which was in this vicinity in the late 19th and
20th centuries. No dwellings or other buildings remain standing at the Settlement Community
site.
These protected parcels are as follows:
Cobb County Parcel ID: Discovery Boulevard Tract, Parcels 18039900010 and 18039800020
Acreage: 103.9 acres
Cobb County Parcel ID: Henderson Road Tract, Parcels 18016700030, 18016700120,
18016700040, 18016700110, 18016700050, 18016700020. Acreage: 23.8 acres
Cobb County Parcel ID: Shoupade Park, Parcel 17075001390, Acreage: 2.35 acres
Fulton County Parcel ID: Shoupade # 9 and Confederate Trench Line, Parcel
14F0018LL0063, Acreage: 70.8 acres.
Cobb County Parcel ID: Shoupade # 7 at River Line Park, Parcel 180017000770, Acreage:
0.63 acres.
Cobb County Parcel ID: Shoupade # 2, Parcel 17082100040, Acreage: Part of 2.4 acre open
space parcel at Olde Ivy Subdivision.
Cobb County Parcel ID: Georgia Militia Fort, Parcel 18018000010, Acreage: 4.6 acres
Cobb County Parcel ID: Confederate Artillery Fort, Settlement Road, Parcel 17089200130
Acreage: .34 acres
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Protected Property—Discovery Boulevard Tract
Confederate Artillery Redan, Shoupade # 8 and Trench Line/Union Battery
The Discovery Boulevard Tract is located between Veterans Memorial Highway and Mableton
Parkway on Discovery Boulevard. This property consists of 103-acres and is comprised of a
ridgeline extending to a height of 840’ above sea level as well as land along the Chattahoochee
River. The two parcels comprising the tract were acquired in 1990 and 1994 by Cobb County.
This parcel contains a Confederate seven-gun redan, Shoupade # 8 and a well-preserved trench
line on the top of the ridgeline. This position was held by Major General Henry Clayton’s Division of Hood’s Corps. On the hilltop on the west side of Nickajack Creek is a Union two-gun
battery fortification which was occupied by Battery D of the First Illinois Artillery during the
River Line engagements. The parcel was listed in the National Register in 1973 as part of the
“Johnston’s River Line” nomination and is included in the “Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield Multiple Property Documentation Form” National Register nomination prepared in 2012.
The parcel is proposed to become a park within the Cobb County parks system and conceptual
plans for its use and interpretation are included in Chapter VI.

Figure 29: The Discovery Boulevard parcel consists of two tracts comprising 103 acres and contains both Confederate and Union fortifications.
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Figure 30: Diagram of the Confederate and Union fortifications on the Discovery Boulevard
Tract. (Courtesy Brockington and Associates)
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Figure 31: Confederate Shoupade # 8 on the Discovery Boulevard Tract.

Figure 32: Confederate trench line which connects Shoupade # 8 with the seven-gun
redan or “Anchor Fort.”
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Figure 33: Confederate seven-gun redan or “Anchor Fort” on the Discovery Boulevard Tract.

Figure 34: Outer wall and ditch of the seven-gun redan.
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Figure 35: Union two-gun battery position on the west side of Nickajack Creek on
the Discovery Boulevard Tract.

Figure 36: View of the interior of the Union battery fortification.
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Protected Property—Henderson Road Tract
Union Artillery Redans and Trench Lines
The Henderson Road Tract is located in the 1100 block of Veterans Memorial Highway and a
narrow, paved road known as Henderson Road leads into the middle of the tract. This property
consists of 24 acres and is comprised of a series of shallow ridges on the west side of Nickajack
Creek. A section of the south boundary has road frontage along Veterans Memorial Highway.
To the north, east and west of the tract are residential and commercial properties. The parcels
were acquired in 2004 and 2006 by Cobb County using Georgia’s Green Space Program and
Cobb County’s bond initiative to purchase park property.
This parcel contains two Union redans connected by an extensive and well-preserved trench
line. The westernmost redan contained artillery of the 15th Ohio Battery while the easternmost
is a four-gun redan built by the 10th Ohio Battery. Just outside of the western property line is a
remnant of an earthwork also associated with the 15th Ohio Battery position. In addition to these
fortifications the Henderson Road Tract contains several notable 19th and early 20th century
archeological sites including at least three house sites, historic roadbeds and the mill site of the
19th century “Howell’s Mill.” This millsite is on an unnamed tributary of Nickajack Creek and
consists of a stone dam built in the early 1900s and the foundations of the mill house further
downstream. This tract is included in the “Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield Multiple Property Documentation Form” National Register nomination prepared in 2012. The tract is proposed to become a park within the Cobb County parks system and conceptual plans for its use
and interpretation are included in Chapter VI.

Figure 37: The Henderson
Road Tract consists of six
parcels comprising 24
acres.
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Figure 38: Diagram of the Union fortifications and 19th century mill site features on the Henderson
Road tract. (Courtesy Brockington and Associates)
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Figure 39: Union four-gun redan at the eastern property line of the Henderson
Road Tract.

Figure 40: Union two-gun redan at the western end of the Henderson Road Tract.
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Figure 41: View of the Union trench line which connects the two-gun and four-gun redans on the Henderson Road Tract.
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Figure 42: Early 20th century stone dam at the site of Howell’s Mill. The cast iron
valves protruding from the face of the dam are dated 1915.

Figure 43 Historic roadbed which leads to the Howell’s Mill site. The Henderson
Road Tract has several excellent remaining historic roadbeds.
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Protected Property—Shoupade Park
Shoupades # 3 and # 4, Artillery Redan
Shoupade Park is owned by Cobb County and administered by the P.A.R.K.S. Department. The
park is located in the 4700 block of Oakdale Road and consists of 2.35 acres between two housing developments. The park is publicly accessible and has interpretive signage, a walking trail
and four parking spaces. The trail leads to Shoupades # 3 and # 4 as well as a two-gun artillery
redan.
Shoupade # 4 is the first fortification accessible off the walking trail. It is surrounded by a fence
and is covered with ivy and other vegetation. Just past this Shoupade is the two-gun redan site
and at the crest of the ridge is Shoupade # 3. Shoupade # 3 is also enclosed with a fence and is
covered with grass. Interpretive signage is located at each of these fortifications.

Figure 44: Shoupade Park is located on the east side of Oakdale Road and is on high ground between
two residential developments. This tract is accessible to the public and has interpretive signage for its fortifications.
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Figure 45: Shoupade Park contains Shoupade # 3 (right) and Shoupade # 4 (left) which are both
well-preserved and accessible to the public. The triangular shape of Shoupade # 3 is
readily identifiable in this aerial view from the Cobb County GIS mapping system.

Figure 46: Shoupade # 4 is covered with ivy and other vegetation and its
contours are difficult to view.
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Figure 47: Shoupade # 3 is covered with grass and its contours are readily
visible. This fortification is currently enclosed with a metal fence.

Figure 48: The park also contains a two-gun Confederate artillery redan.
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Figure 49: Both of the Shoupades in the park are interpreted with historical information on the River Line and diagrams of the Shoupades and artillery
redans.
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Protected Property—Fulton County Airport Tract
Shoupade # 9 and Union Trench Line
The Fulton County Airport Tract is located on Donald Lee Hollowell Parkway NW (formerly
known as the Bankhead Highway) in Fulton County just south of the Chattahoochee River and
Cobb County line. This property consists of 70.8 acres and is comprised of a series of shallow
ridges which rise up from the floodplain on the east side of the Chattahoochee River. This tract
is bordered on the west by the river, on the north by Donald Lee Hollowell Parkway NW and on
the south by the parcel containing the Charlie Brown Airport. To the east is a parcel owned by
the Atlanta Housing Authority. A transmission line easement runs through the east and central
section of this tract.
This tract contains Shoupade # 9 which was built on the south side of the Chattahoochee River
to protect the Mayson and Turner Ferry crossing. The Mayson and Turner Ferry was in operation at the approximate location of the current Veterans Memorial Highway Bridge across the
river (the Donald Lee Hollowell Parkway and Veterans Memorial Highway are the same road
with differently named sections). The Shoupade is well defined and is readily identifiable. Also
on the property adjacent to the Shoupade is an extensive line of Union army trenches which face
south and east. The trenches were built by Union soldiers to defend their bridgehead from Confederate attack after crossing the Chattahoochee River. This tract serves as a buffer zone for the
airport and there is currently no public access to these fortifications.

Figure 50: The Fulton County Airport Tract is located on the south side of the Chattahoochee
River and across the river from the Discovery Boulevard Tract. This tract presently
does not have any public access to the fortifications.
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Figure 51: The Fulton County Airport Tract contains Shoupade # 9 which is depicted by the triangular shape shown above as well as the Union trench line. The Union trench line was built
after the Confederate forces abandoned the River Line.

Figure 52: Shoupade # 9 is well-defined and is sited at the top of a ridgeline on the
south side of the Chattahoochee River.
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Figure 53: A Union trench line is located to the south of Shoupade # 9 along the
crest of the ridge.

Figure 54: This Union trench line is well-defined as it extends west towards the
Chattahoochee River along the ridgeline.
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Protected Property—River Line Park
Shoupade # 7
River Line Park is part of the city of Smyrna’s park system and is located at 6403 Oakdale
Road. This park consists of walking trails and various recreational usages including soccer
fields. Bordering the park on the north is open space owned by a homeowner’s association, the
Enclave at Oakdale Community Association. It is on a 0.63-acre parcel and at its southern-most
section bordering River Line Park is Shoupade #7. This Shoupade is readily accessible via a
walking trail that borders the park and allows visitors to view the Shoupade and interpretive
signage. The Shoupade is surrounded by a metal fence and has been cleared of vegetation.

Figure 55: Shoupade # 7 is located within the circled area at the southern end of a parcel
owned by the Enclave at Oakdale Community Association. This parcel borders
River Line Park which contains large soccer fields and other recreational facilities. The park provides for public access to the Shoupade.
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Figure 56: Shoupade # 7 has limited ground cover and is surrounded by a chain link fence. An interpretive sign provides information on the River Line and the original design of the
Shoupade.
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Protected Property—Olde Ivy Subdivision
Shoupade # 2
Shoupade # 2 is located on a section of high ground between two residential subdivisions off of
Atlanta Road at 4955 Ivy Ridge Road. This Shoupade was preserved by the subdivision’s developer and is owned by the Olde Ivy Subdivision Homeowner’s Association. The Shoupade is on
common open space which comprises 2.43 acres. The Olde Ivy Subdivision is a gated community and there is no public access to this fortification. The Shoupade is covered with small trees
and other vegetation and the site lacks interpretive signage. Paths lead to the Shoupade but there
are no defined walking trails to access the site.

Figure 57: Shoupade # 2 is located within the circled areas shown above as part of the common space owned by the Olde Ivy Subdivision Homeowner’s Association.
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Figure 58: Shoupade # 2 is located in the trees on the high ground shown in the upper photograph. The Shoupade is overgrown with trees and other vegetation and there is no
interpretive signage at the site.
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Protected Property—Providence Subdivision Homeowners Association
Georgia Militia Fort
On high ground just south of Veterans Memorial Highway is a fortification identified as built by
the Georgia Militia to protect the approaches to the Mayson and Turner Ferry crossing. This fort
is on 4.6 acres conserved by the developer and held as common space by the Providence Subdivision Homeowner’s Association. The fort is located in a wooded area and is well-preserved.
This fortification is within a gated community and there is no public access. No trails lead to this
site and there is no interpretation.

Figure 59: The Georgia Militia Fort is located within the circled area as part of the common
space owned by the Providence Subdivision Homeowner’s Association.

Figure 60: The Georgia Militia Fort is well defined and is
located in a wooded area just
east of the subdivision’s parking area and club house.
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Figure 61: Outer wall of the Georgia Militia Fort.

Figure 62: View of the height of the walls of the Georgia Militia Fort.
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Protected Property—Settlement Development
Artillery Fort
Settlement Road is located off Woodland Brook Drive just north of Atlanta Road. This area was
home to an African American community after the Civil War and was located adjacent to the
Western & Atlantic Railroad line (now the CSX Railroad). The community was centered around
the First St. John’s Baptist Church and in recent decades the church and the dwellings have been
demolished to make way for a new residential subdivision. At the dead end of Settlement Road
are the partial remains of a Confederate artillery fort. This fortification has been partially removed but walls with several artillery embrasures remain visible. This fortification and the
nearby Settlement Cemetery are to be preserved by the developer and public access will be allowed during the day. Interpretive signage will be added to the site when the development is
completed. A section of the fort extends into the rear yards of two adjacent properties.

Figure 63: The Confederate artillery fort is located at the end of Settlement Road.

Figure 64: The Confederate
artillery fort on Settlement
Road retains several embrasures or openings for artillery.
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Figure 65: The fort extends across two parcels and a metal fence divides the property lines.

Figure 66: At left are the walls of the fort
which are covered with ivy and other vegetation. A small section of trench line is also
visible in the Settlement Community which
should be preserved (below).
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CHAPTER V– PROPERTY EVALUATION AND PRESERVATION
The River Line Battlefield has been heavily impacted in recent decades by the intensive urbanization of Atlanta. This section of Cobb County was largely farmland and small towns until the
mid-20th century. The landscape of the county was largely transformed from rural to urban
when it grew from 61,830 residents in 1950 to over 600,000 in 2000. In these years Cobb
County’s population growth was twice that of the national average and in 2013 the estimated
population of Cobb County was over 700,000 residents. Land prices in the county vary widely
based on location and topography but these are also higher than the national average and vacant
land ranges from $25,000 to over $100,000 per acre.
The fortifications of the River Line are located along the ridgelines west of the Chattahoochee
River and this high ground is sought after for residential and commercial construction. Dense
multi-family and single-family developments have consumed much of this ridgeline in the past
several decades and a number of Shoupades and trench lines were razed for development in
these years. Industrial development along the Chattahoochee River also resulted in the destruction of sections of the remaining fortifications. The archeological study completed by Brockington and Associates in 2010 documented the location of the existing Shoupades, artillery forts
and trench lines but these comprise just a small percentage of what was originally constructed
on the landscape. As a result only a limited number of unprotected parcels containing fortifications remain to be preserved.
Concerns over the loss of open space and the need for park lands led Cobb County citizens to
approve a bond measure in 2006 to purchase and protect properties with historic and natural features. This resulted in the purchase and protection of the largest part of Henderson Road Tract.
Cobb County has protected other acreage through the creation of Shoupade Park and agreements
with developers. In addition to this protected property, a number of other parcels have been
identified as containing fortifications which should be preserved and protected in the future.
As part of the planning process, the parcels within the River Line Battlefield which retain fortifications were evaluated based on criteria used nationwide to assist in the prioritization of land to
preserve and protect. The Cobb County government and the region’s non-profit groups and organizations have limited funds for acquisition and the application of this criteria is intended to
identify those properties which will best meet the goals of battlefield preservation and interpretation. The parcels were rated for their historical significance, existing integrity and physical
features. There are also other parcels which, while not containing fortifications, provide opportunities to provide buffers against adjacent development, protect viewsheds and expand recreational and interpretive opportunities. In some cases these parcels were given high priority for
acquisition because of the positive impact they could have on the overall battlefield.
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Battlefield Evaluation
The parcels recommended for acquisition were rated using the system developed by the former
Association for the Preservation of Civil War Sites (subsequently merged into the Civil War
Trust). The system is used for rating individual parcels within a single battlefield or similar site.
Also, the federal Civil War Sites Advisory Commission (CWSAC) created a set of criteria very
similar to the Civil War Trust criteria. The criteria are based upon the following:
Historical Significance
Existing Integrity
Physical Features
More specifically this criteria is as follows:
Historical Significance (S)
Historical significance is the only criterion not tied to contemporary conditions, but rather directly to the period of the Civil War. There are five separate levels of historic significance in the
rating scale:
S-1 - Tracts containing virtually all of the key ground on the battlefield.
S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.
S-3 - Tracts where substantial, but not decisive, fighting occurred.
S-4 - Tracts where minor fighting or important troop movements occurred.
S-5 - Tracts where no combat took place, but troop movements occurred.
Existing Integrity (I)
A property’s integrity level is based upon the degree to which it has or has not been altered
since the time of its historical significance. Alterations can include the construction of dwellings, changes in crop patterns and landscape features, and removal of archeological features.
There are three separate levels of integrity as follows:
I-1 - Agricultural land or woodlands with no visible intrusions.
I-2 - Land with moderate visible intrusions.
I-3 - Land containing significant physical intrusions.
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Physical Features (F)
Physical features are historic landscape components from the time of the battle such as roadbeds, cultivated fields, woodlands and water courses. Physical features also include potential
archeological resources. There are three levels of physical features and they are weighted as follows:
F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story and potential archeological resources.
F-2 - Parcels containing one or more features that contributed to the battle story and potential archeological resources.
F-3 - Parcels containing no known significant historic features related to the battlefield and
low potential for archeological resources.
Using this criteria, the following parcels were evaluated for their historical significance, integrity, and physical features.
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PROPERTIES RECOMMENDED FOR ACQUISITION
Priority

Parcel ID Number

Acreage

Justification

One

18016700070
Glass Property

4.9

Buffer/Viewshed

One

18005500200
Hooper-Turner House

1

Hooper-Turner House
Visitor Center

One

18028700030
Discovery Blvd. tract

Less than 1 acre Buffer/Parkland

Two

17068400100
Corley Drive tract

Less than 1 acre Shoupade #6

Two

18006200020
Dickerson Drive tract

9.8

Buffer/Parkland/
Potential Fortifications

Two

17076300090
Fort Drive tract

3.5

Shoupade # 5

Two

18016600250
Brookmere Place tract

0.2

Union Earthwork

Two

17054100090
1300 Buckner Road tract

19.1

Union Trench Line

Three

18005200110
1210 Buckner Road

6.1

Union Trench Line

Three

17069100120
4780 Oakdale Road

2.5

Shoupade Remnant

Three

17089200410
Fort, Settlement Road

Less than 1 acre Artillery Fort

Three

17069100120
Shoupade, Settlement Road

Less than 1 acre Shoupade # 1

Three

18016700060
6800 Henderson Road

0.6

Three

18006600400
5953 Community Road

Less than 1 acre Buffer/Viewshed

Three

17068400090
5685 Oakdale Road

Less than 1 acre Confederate Trench Line

Three

17068400100
1860 Freeman Parkway

Less than 1 acre Confederate Trench Line

Buffer/Viewshed
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Priority One Acquisition -The Glass Property, 1101 Veterans Memorial
Highway
An important property to acquire is the Glass Property at 1101 Veterans Memorial Highway.
While not containing any fortifications, this parcel serves as an important gateway and buffer for
the adjacent Henderson Road Tract. Obtaining this parcel would allow for a wider range of recreational and interpretive opportunities for the proposed (see Figures 99 and 100). It would also
help protect and preserve the park’s viewshed from incompatible development. The property is
currently zoned for commercial use and was for sale in 2014.
Parcel ID Number: 18016700070, Acreage: 4.9 acres
Historical Significance (S-5 Tracts where no combat took place, but troop movements occurred.)
This property was directly in front of a series of Union trenches and battery positions which
were built and improved between July 5-10, 1864. All along the River Line during these five
days were constant skirmishing and artillery duels. Union troops advanced across this property
in pursuit of Confederate General Joseph Johnston’s army when it retreated across the Chattahoochee River.
Existing Integrity (I-3 Land containing significant physical intrusions.)
This 4.9-acre parcel contains a Ranch style dwelling built in 1953 and several adjacent outbuildings. The house is located on relatively flat terrain but much of the rest of the lot is composed of
ravines and slopes. If this property is acquired an historical assessment of the house and outbuildings should be completed prior to its reuse, removal or demolition.
Physical Features (F-3 Parcels containing no known significant historic features related to the
battlefield and low potential for archeological resources.)
No known features associated with the River Line Battlefield are on the property but it has the
potential to contain some archeological resources due to its proximity to the nearby Union battery and trench line. If the property is acquired an archeological survey should be completed
prior to any ground disturbance.
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Figure 67: The Glass Property borders the Henderson Road Tract on the east and south. Acquiring this
parcel would enhance the recreational and interpretive opportunities for the proposed Henderson Road park and provide a buffer against undesirable development.

Figure 68: The Glass Property consists largely of woods which line
the driveway and surround the house and outbuildings.
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Priority One Acquisition -The Hooper-Turner House, 5811 Oakdale Road
The Hooper-Turner House is a 19th century dwelling at 5811 Oakdale Road. The property comprises one acre and is owned by the City of Smyrna. The City of Smyrna purchased this property
in 2004 because of its architectural and historical significance. The property has since remained
vacant and in 2014 the City of Smyrna was seeking a buyer to preserve and restore the house.
Acquisition by a non-profit or other governmental entity is highly recommended in order to convert this property into a visitor/interpretive center for the River Line Battlefield. The house is the
only 19th century dwelling adjacent to the River Line fortifications and it has the potential to be
a key element in the battlefield’s interpretation and heritage tourism.
Parcel ID Number: 18005500200, Acreage: 1 acre
Historical Significance (S-4 - Tracts where minor fighting or important troop movements occurred.)
The exact date of construction and role of the Hooper-Turner House during the Civil War remains undetermined. In 2008, a preliminary architectural investigation of the dwelling was conducted by Richard Laub, Director of the Historic Preservation Program at Georgia State University and Laura Drummond, Preservation Specialist from the City of Stone Mountain, Georgia.
Their report concluded that the property likely was built ca. 1850 based on construction techniques and architectural features. Local oral tradition also states that the house was used to
house wounded soldiers during the fighting along the River Line. The house is located just west
of Shoupade # 6 and its proximity to the Confederate fortifications would suggest some use by
soldiers between July 5-10, 1864. A more detailed historic structures report is recommended in
order to more fully determine the Hooper-Turner House’s date of construction.
Existing Integrity (I-3 Land containing significant physical intrusions.)
The exact date of construction for the Hooper-Turner House has yet to be determined but it is
possible that it was extant during the Civil War. The house was part of a farm in the late 19th
century and since this time all of the property associated with the house has been subdivided for
residential lots. The one-acre parcel occupied by the house is the only property remaining from
the Hooper Farm.
Physical Features (F-3 Parcels containing no known significant historic features related to the
battlefield and low potential for archeological resources.
The evaluation of F-3 for this property has the potential to change to F-1 based upon any additional research or historic structures report completed in the future. Even without confirmation
of its existence during the Civil War, this property has the potential to yield archeological information due to its proximity to the Confederate line. As the property is acquired and adaptively
reused, an archeological survey should be completed prior to any ground disturbance.
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Figure 69: The Hooper-Turner House at 5811 Oakdale Road is one of the oldest dwellings remaining
along the River line Battlefield and was once part of a large farm owned by the Hooper and
Turner families.
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Figure 70: The Hooper-Turner House’s location is in the central section of the
River Line Battlefield and is recommended to be rehabilitated for use as
a visitor’s center.

Figure 71: Although modified with a brick veneer in the 20th century, the HooperTurner House retains its original floor plan, chimneys and other features.
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Priority One Acquisition -The TWC Property, 1340 Discovery Industrial
Court
In order to provide recreational and interpretive opportunities to the Discovery Boulevard Tract,
a high priority is the acquisition of open space adjacent to the industrial building at 1340 Discovery Industrial Boulevard. This property is occupied by TWC Services and is accessed by a
driveway and parking lot off Discovery Boulevard. The TWC parcel contains three acres but
only the flat section on the southwest section of the property is recommended for acquisition.
This flat area is directly adjacent to the Discovery Boulevard Tract and provides an opportunity
for a parking and interpretive area for the proposed park at this location (see Figures 101 and
102). The Discovery Boulevard Tract is composed of steep terrain on the ridge line and flat
flood plains along the Chattahoochee River. This topography limits the access and use of this
property by visitors. Obtaining this flat land next to the TWC building would provide more options for the public use and interpretation of the Confederate fortifications on the Discovery
Boulevard Tract.
Parcel ID Number: 18028700030 Acreage: Less than 1 acre
Historical Significance (S-5 Tracts where no combat took place, but troop movements occurred.)
This property is adjacent to the ridge line which contains a significant section of Confederate
fortifications. The TWC property itself was excavated out from this ridge and the terrain leveled.
These excavations and site disturbance took place in recent decades and have no associations
with the Civil War era.
Existing Integrity (I-3 Land containing significant physical intrusions.)
The TWC property contains a modern industrial building and is sited on land significantly disturbed in recent decades. This property lacks any integrity associated with the River Line Battlefield.
Physical Features (F-3 Parcels containing no known significant historic features related to the
battlefield and low potential for archeological resources.
No known features associated with the River Line Battlefield are on the property and due to the
extent of ground disturbance it is unlikely that there are any remaining archeological resources.
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Figure 72: The flat area on the TWC property provides an opportunity to create an interpretive site and
trail head for the adjacent Discovery Boulevard Tract.

Figure 73: This property has ample space for parking and interpretation in order
to access the Discovery Boulevard Tract.
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Priority Two Acquisition – Shoupade # 6, Corley Drive
Of the thirty-six Shoupades known to have been built along the River Line, only nine are known
to survive. One of these is Shoupade # 6 which is located on high ground at the dead end of
Corley Drive, in the City of Smyrna’s jurisdiction. Corley Drive is a street off Oakdale Road and
this Shoupade is only a few hundred feet from the Hooper-Turner House. This Shoupade is located on the edge of a cliff just west of an industrial park. The ridge line on which the Shoupade
is located used to extend further east but this section was excavated and removed for the industrial park in recent decades. When the industrial park was constructed the Shoupade was preserved by the developer but there is no protection for this property. The Shoupade is currently
covered with ivy and other vegetation and is surrounded by a chain link fence. Acquiring this
Shoupade would fully protect this fortification and would be readily accessible to the proposed
Visitor’s Center at the Hooper-Turner House.
Parcel ID Number: 17068400100 Acreage: 63 acres (Recommended to acquire less than oneacre).
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
Shoupade # 6 is one of a series of fortifications built in June of 1864 and occupied by Confederate troops between July 5th and July 10th. Skirmishing and artillery duels took place all along
this line resulting in casualties to the Confederate troops occupying the fortifications. Shoupade
# 6 was located in the center of the River Line and was occupied by Confederate soldiers during
the July 5-10th period.
Existing Integrity (I-2 - Land with moderate visible intrusions.)
Shoupade # 6 is an isolated feature on high ground above an industrial park. Nearby the Shoupade are several mid-20th century dwellings which are within its viewshed. The industrial park
is the Eastern viewshed, but it is connected to the Southernwestern woodlands featuring dramatic undisturbed topography that offers a connectivity opportunity to the Hooper-Turner
House. See Dickerson Drive acquisition recommendation.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
This existing Shoupade is an important remnant of the River Line and should be acquired for its
protection and interpretation. The Shoupade provides additional opportunities for archeological
investigations regarding its construction and use.
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Figure 74: Shoupade # 6 is sited on high ground at the end of Corley Drive and above a
man-made cliff with an industrial park below.

Figure 75: This view is of the interior of Shoupade # 6 which has well-defined
walls and is surrounded by a chain link fence.
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Priority Two Acquisition – Dickerson Drive Property
East of Oakdale Road on Dickerson Drive is a 9.8-acre parcel which may contain archeological
features and provides connectivity from the Hooper-Turner House to Shoupade # 6. Zoned for
industrial use, this parcel contains a series of ridges and steep ravines and is heavily wooded.
The portion of this property within 2,000 feet of the Chattahoochee River is subject to environmental protection via The Metropolitan River Protection Act (MRPA), which is administered by
the Atlanta Regional Commission. According to historic maps, the River Line fortifications extended through this property but no archeological surveys have occurred within this parcel. Acquisition of this parcel would allow for archeological investigations of the site and the potential
to connect the Hooper-Turner House with Shoupade # 6 through this property via a walking
trail.
Parcel ID Number: 18006200020 Acreage: 9.8 acres
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
The River Line extended through this parcel and was occupied by Confederate troops between
July 5th and July 10th. Skirmishing and artillery duels took place all along this line resulting in
casualties to the Confederate troops occupying the fortifications. This is one of the few undeveloped parcels along the River Line and it continues to remain in woodlands.
Existing Integrity (I-2 - Land with moderate visible intrusions.)
This parcel contains almost ten acres and is a wooded tract sited between industrial development
on the east and residences on the north, west and south. Views into and out of this parcel are
limited due to the dense trees and vegetation. Extending through the parcel in an east/west direction is a cleared petroleum pipe line easement.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
The layering of historic and present-day maps indicates that the River Line ran through this
property. No archeological surveys have been conducted on this property but it has high potential to yield archeological information.
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Figure 76: This parcel is one of the few undeveloped tracts on the River Line and has the potential to
contain archeological features.

Shoupade # 6

To Chattahoochee River

Figure 77: This parcel could also provide connectivity via a trail system between the Hooper-Turner
House, Shoupade # 6 and trails along the Chattahoochee River.
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Priority Two Acquisition – Shoupade # 5, 2275 Fort Drive
Of the thirty-six Shoupades known to have been built along the River Line, only nine are known
to survive. One of these is Shoupade # 5 which is located at the dead end of Fort Drive. Fort
Drive is a street off Oakdale Road and this Shoupade is approximately 300 feet northeast of
Shoupade Park. This Shoupade is located just to the east of the Ranch style dwelling built in
1953 at 2275 Fort Drive. The Shoupade is well-preserved and is covered with ivy and other
vegetation. It borders a chain link fence and the right-of-way of Interstate 285 on the east. In addition to the dwelling and Shoupade, this parcel contains heavily wooded ravines and slopes.
Acquisition of this Shoupade would preserve an important feature of the River Line and also
connect with nearby Shoupade Park.
Parcel ID Number: 17076300090 Acreage: 3.5 acres
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
Shoupade # 5 is one of a series of fortifications built in June of 1864 and occupied by Confederate troops between July 5th and July 10th. Skirmishing and artillery duels took place all along
this line resulting in casualties to the Confederate troops occupying the fortifications.
Existing Integrity (I-3 - Land containing significant physical intrusions.)
Shoupade # 5 is located between a mid-20th century dwelling and Interstate 285. While the
Shoupade is well-preserved, the setting is diminished by the visual and audible intrusion of the
adjacent interstate.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
This existing Shoupade is an important remnant of the River Line and should be acquired for its
protection and interpretation. The Shoupade provides additional opportunities for archeological
investigations regarding its construction and use.
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Shoupade Park

Figure 78: Shoupade # 5 is within the yellow circle on the property at 2275 Fort Drive. This map also
shows the location of the nearby Shoupade Park.

Figure 79: View of the interior and exterior walls of Shoupade # 5.
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Priority Two Acquisition – Union Battery, 6153 Brookmere Place
Just across the west property line of the Henderson Road Tract is a Union battery site. This feature is within the southeast property line of the dwelling at 6153 Brookmere Place which is sited
on a half-acre lot. This earthwork is visible from the Henderson Road Tract but is not protected
or physically accessible. Acquisition of this corner of the property is recommended in order to
protect this fortification and provide access from the proposed Henderson Road Park. The earthwork is well defined and covered with vegetation and trees.
Parcel ID Number: 18016600250 Acreage: .5 (Property recommended to acquire is .2 acre)
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
This property was occupied by the Union army between July 5th and July 10th. This battery position was originally part of a longer line of earthworks which extended to the southwest for approximately another 100’. With the exception of this battery position the rest of the line of earthworks was removed for the development of the adjacent shopping center and detention pond.
This earthwork is part of the position occupied by the 15th Ohio Battery. This battery was one of
several along the Union line which engaged in continuous artillery duels with Confederate guns
from July 5-10, 1864.
Existing Integrity (I-2 - Land with moderate visible intrusions.)
This parcel contains a dwelling built in 2003 which faces Brookmere Court. The earthwork is in
the southeast corner of the lot and the dwelling is not readily visible from this location. To the
south of the earthwork is a retaining pond built in the past decade. The earthwork is located in a
wooded section of the parcel and the wooded Henderson Road tract is directly east.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
This Union battery site is well-preserved and is associated with the extensive trench line and
other Union battery positions on the Henderson Road Tract. The earthwork is a significant feature and has the potential to yield additional archeological information.
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Figure 80: The site of the Union battery is shown on the map and the dashed line illustrates the property
recommended for acquisition.

Figure 81: View of the interior and walls of the earthwork.
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Priority Two Acquisition – Union Trench Line, 1300 Block Buckner Road
On Buckner Road is a 19.1-acre parcel containing a significant section of Union trench line.
This trench line is well-defined and extends across the property in a southwest to northeast direction. This parcel is located on hilly terrain and is bordered by Nickajack Creek on the east.
There are no buildings on this parcel but it is divided by a cleared strip for a sewer easement.
The property is covered with woodlands and is one of the largest undeveloped parcels on Buckner Road. The County park across Nickajack Creek offers connectivity and interpretive options.
Acquisition of this parcel would preserve one of the few extant remaining sections of Union
trench line on the River Line Battlefield and access to this site could be via the proposed adjacent Nickajack Creek Greenway.
Parcel ID Number: 17054100090 Acreage: 19.1 acres
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
This trench line was built by Union soldiers and occupied between July 5th and July 10th. The
trench line was constructed on the west side of Nickajack Creek and faced the River Line on the
high ground to the east. Skirmishing and artillery duels took place along this line as the two opposing armies were opposite each other.
Existing Integrity (I-2 - Land with moderate visible intrusions.)
This is one of the largest undeveloped parcels along Buckner Road and it retains much of its integrity from the 19th century. The property is in woodlands with the exception of a 40’ wide
cleared strip for a petroleum pipeline easement. The trench line is located on the military crest of
the ridge and the dense vegetation obscures views to the neighboring residential areas.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
This Union trench line is well-preserved and is associated with other existing sections of trench
lines and Union battery positions on Buckner Road and the Henderson Road Tract. The trench
line is a significant feature and has the potential to yield additional archeological information.
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Figure 82: The Union trench line is illustrated on this parcel by the blue line. This parcel borders Nickajack Creek on the east.

Figure 83: View of a section of the Union trench line constructed and occupied between July 5-10, 1864.
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Priority Three Acquisition – Union Trench Line, 1210 Buckner Road
At this location on Buckner Road is a 6.1-acre parcel containing a significant section of Union
trench line. This trench line was built at the military crest of the ridge, is well-defined and extends across the property in a southwest to northeast direction. This parcel is located on hilly
terrain and is accessed at the end of a cul-de-sac on Registry Oaks Lane. There are no buildings
on this parcel and it is covered with dense woods. Acquiring this parcel would protect a significant section of Union trench line.
Parcel ID Number: 18005200110 Acreage: 6.1 acres
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
This trench line was built by Union soldiers and occupied between July 5th and July 10th. The
trench line was constructed on the west side of Nickajack Creek and faced the River Line on the
high ground to the east. Skirmishing and artillery duels took place along this line as the two opposing armies were opposite each other.
Existing Integrity (I-2 - Land with moderate visible intrusions.)
This 6.1-acre parcel retains much of its integrity from the 19th century. The property is composed of dense woodlands on the top of a ridge. The trench line is located on the military crest
of the ridge and the dense vegetation obscures views to the neighboring residential areas.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
This Union trench line is well-preserved and is associated with other existing sections of trench
lines and Union battery positions on Buckner Road and the Henderson Road Tract. The trench
line is a significant feature and has the potential to yield additional archeological information.
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Figure 84: The Union trench line is shown as the blue line on the map and extends along the military
crest of the ridge.

Figure 85: View of the Union trench line on this parcel showing its depth and outer walls.
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Priority Three Acquisition – Shoupade Remnant, 4780 Oakdale Road
The property at 4780 Oakdale Road is located directly across from Shoupade Park. On this 2.5acre parcel is the remnant of a Shoupade as well as a Ranch style dwelling built in 1949. The
Shoupade remnant is an archeological feature that provides opportunities for interpretation
across the road from Shoupade park. Acquiring this property could also provide for additional
park parking as well as a trail head for the proposed Silver Comet Trail extension which is 0.25
mile north on Oakdale Road.
Parcel ID Number: 17069100120 Acreage: 2.5 acres
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
The Shoupade at this site is one of a series of fortifications built in June of 1864 and occupied
by Confederate troops between July 5th and July 10th. Skirmishing and artillery duels took
place all along this line resulting in casualties to the Confederate troops occupying the fortifications. The Shoupade stood at this location until recent years when much of it was leveled by the
owner.
Existing Integrity (I-3 - Land containing significant visible intrusions.)
This parcel contains the remnant of a Shoupade and is located adjacent to a dwelling built in the
mid-20th century. The Shoupade remnant at this location is on the high ground to the south of
the dwelling and is covered with ivy and other vegetation. To the west of the Shoupade site is
the four-lane South Cobb Drive and to the east and south are residential and office buildings.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
The Confederate River Line was built with thirty-six Shoupades and nine intact Shoupades are
known to exist. In almost all other instances the remaining Shoupades have been razed and replaced with buildings or other modern developments. The Shoupade remnant at this location is
an important remaining archeological feature and has the potential to yield additional information on Shoupade use and occupation.
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Shoupade Park

Figure 86: The parcel at 4780 Oakdale Road contains the remnants of a Shoupade which is shown as the
yellow circle. This property is directly across the road from Shoupade Park.

Figure 87: The Shoupade remnant is located on the high ground south of the dwelling
and is covered with ivy and other vegetation.
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Priority Three Acquisition – Artillery Fort, End of Settlement Road
At the end of Settlement Road are the partial remains of a Confederate artillery fort. This fort
extends across the property on Settlement Road which is planned to be protected and preserved.
This fort has been partially removed but walls with several artillery embrasures remain visible.
The fort extends into an adjacent parcel in a residential neighborhood, and the property line is
defined by a metal fence. The current owner of this adjacent parcel is preserving this fortification but acquisition of this section of the property is recommended to ensure its long-term preservation and potential interpretation. The proposed park at the Settlement Road location could
be expanded to include this section of the fort.
Parcel ID Number: 17089200410 Acreage: 0.8 acre (Property recommended for acquisition is a
portion of this lot).
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
The artillery fort at this site is one of a series of fortifications built in June of 1864 and occupied
by Confederate troops between July 5th and July 10th. Skirmishing and artillery duels took
place all along this line resulting in casualties to the Confederate troops occupying the fortifications. The fort has been partially removed but a substantial section is intact and well-defined.
Existing Integrity (I-3 - Land containing significant visible intrusions.)
The artillery fort is located at the rear of a dwelling built in 1983 and there are other residential
properties nearby. The fort is divided by a metal fence that defines the property lines. This property also contains a tree house which is built above the fort.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
This artillery fort is an important remnant of the River Line and should be acquired for its protection and interpretation. A section of the fort is already protected through an agreement with
the adjacent property owner on Settlement Road. Acquiring this portion of the fort would allow
for the protection and interpretation of the entire fort. The fort provides opportunities for archeological investigations regarding its construction and use.
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Figure 88: The artillery fort is located in the rear yard of the dwelling at 4512 Rebel Valley View. The
fort location is shown above and the property recommended for acquisition is shown as the
solid red line.

Figure 89: The artillery fort is well-defined on this property.
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Priority Three Acquisition – Shoupade # 1, End of Settlement Road
Shoupade # 1 is located in the back yard of a residential property at the end of Settlement Road.
The Shoupade is located less than fifty yards northeast of the artillery fort on the adjacent lot.
This Shoupade is well-defined and is at the rear of the parcel occupied by a dwelling built in
1976. The Shoupade is just within a metal fence which defines the property line. The Shoupade
is being preserved by the property owner and is covered with ivy and other vegetation. While
the current owner is preserving this fortification, acquisition of the Shoupade is recommended to
ensure its long-term preservation and potential interpretation. The Shoupade is adjacent to the
artillery fort which is to be preserved as part of the Settlement Road property. The proposed
park at this location could be expanded to include views and interpretive signage of the Shoupade.
Parcel ID Number: 17069100120 Acreage: 0.6 acre (Property recommended for acquisition is
less than one acre).
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
The Shoupade at this site is one of a series of fortifications built in June of 1864 and occupied
by Confederate troops between July 5th and July 10th. Skirmishing and artillery duels took
place all along this line resulting in casualties to the Confederate troops occupying the fortifications. The Shoupade remains readily visible and is in good condition.
Existing Integrity (I-3 - Land containing significant visible intrusions.)
This rear yard contains a Shoupade and is sited behind a dwelling built in 1976. The Shoupade is
in the middle of residential development and is surrounded by a metal fence.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
This existing Shoupade is an important remnant of the River Line and should be acquired for its
protection and interpretation. The Shoupade provides additional opportunities for archeological
investigations regarding its construction and use.
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Figure 90: Shoupade # 1 is located in the rear yard of the dwelling at 4532 Rebel Valley View. The
Shoupade location is shown above and the property recommended for acquisition is shown as
the solid red line.

Figure 91: Shoupade # 1 is protected behind a metal fence in the rear yard of the
dwelling at 4532 Rebel Valley View.
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Priority Three Acquisition – 6800 Henderson Road
At 6800 Henderson Road is a 0.6-acre parcel which contains a wooded lot and the foundations
of a dwelling demolished in 2013. This property does not contain any fortifications but is adjacent to the Henderson Road Tract. Obtaining this parcel would allow for a wider range of recreational and interpretive opportunities for the proposed park at the Henderson Road Tract (see
Figures 99 and 100). It would also protect and preserve the park’s viewshed from incompatible
development. The property is currently zoned for residential use and was for sale in 2014.
Parcel ID Number: 18016700060, Acreage: 0.6 acres
Historical Significance (S-5 Tracts where no combat took place, but troop movements occurred.)
This property was directly in front of a series of Union trenches and battery positions which
were built and improved between July 5-10, 1864. All along the River Line during these five
days were constant skirmishing and artillery duels. Union troops advanced across this property
in pursuit of Confederate General Joseph Johnston’s army when it retreated across the Chattahoochee River.
Existing Integrity (I-2 Land with moderate visible intrusions.)
This 0.6-acre parcel contained a frame dwelling which was demolished in 2013. This property
contains relatively flat terrain on the west side of Henderson Road and much of the parcel is in
woodlands. A dwelling is located to the west of the parcel and another dwelling is located across
Henderson Road.
Physical Features (F-3 Parcels containing no known significant historic features related to the
battlefield and low potential for archeological resources.)
No known features associated with the River Line Battlefield are on the property but it has the
potential to contain some archeological resources due to its proximity to the nearby Union battery and trench line. If the property is acquired an archeological survey should be completed
prior to any ground disturbance.
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Figure 92: The parcel at 6800 Henderson Road is a vacant lot with the foundations of a 20th century
dwelling. This property is adjacent to the parcel at 1101 Veterans Memorial Highway which
is also recommended for acquisition and incorporation into the proposed Henderson Road
Park.
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Priority Three Acquisition – 5953 Community Road
At 5953 Community Road is a two-acre parcel which borders the Henderson Road Tract on the
north. This parcel is presently vacant and consists of a flat area at the northwest corner and steep
terrain that descends down to an unnamed tributary of Nickajack Creek. On this tributary is the
site of Howell’s Mill and the mill’s stone dam stretches across the creek. The north side of the
mill dam abuts the property line of 5953 Community Road. The steep slope on this parcel constrains development but acquiring the southern section of this parcel would protect the viewshed
of the Howell’s Mill site in the Henderson Road Tract.
Parcel ID Number: 18006600400, Acreage: 2.0 acres (Recommended property for acquisition is
less than one acre).
Historical Significance (S-5 Tracts where no combat took place, but troop movements occurred.)
This property was behind a series of Union trenches and battery positions which were built and
improved between July 5-10, 1864. All along the River Line during these five days was constant
skirmishing and artillery duels. Union troops advanced across this property in pursuit of Confederate General Joseph Johnston’s army when it retreated across the Chattahoochee River.
Existing Integrity (I-1 Agricultural land or woodlands with no visible intrusions.)
This vacant lot is currently undeveloped and consists of woodlands on relatively level land and
along a steep slope. The area adjacent to the tributary and the remains of Howell’s Mill is in
dense woodlands and no structures or other intrusions are nearby.
Physical Features (F-3 Parcels containing no known significant historic features related to the
battlefield and low potential for archeological resources.)
No known features associated with the River Line Battlefield are on the property but it has the
potential to contain some archeological resources due to its proximity to the nearby Union battery and trench line. It also has the potential to yield information concerning the operations of
Howell’s Mill which was extant on the property in 1864.
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Howell’s Mill Dam Location

Figure 93: The parcel at 5953 Community Road is a vacant lot which borders the Howell’s Mill Dam
foundation which is shown as the blue line. This parcel borders the Henderson Road Tract on
the south. The section of the parcel recommended for acquisition is below the yellow line
which is a steep slope with dense woodlands. The parcel on which the mill dam is located is
part of the Henderson Road Tract but not yet shaded green similar to the other parcels comprising this property.

Figure 94: The Howell’s Mill Dam viewshed would be protected by acquiring property on the north side of this tributary of Nickajack Creek.
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Priority Three Acquisition – Confederate Trench Line
5685 Oakdale Road/1860 Freeman Parkway
On these two parcels is one of the few remaining sections of Confederate trench line on the high
ground along Oakdale Road. This trench line is well defined for approximately ninety feet and is
located directly along the eastern right-of-way of Oakdale Road. Because of its location on Oakdale Road this trench line is readily visible and provides an opportunity for a small parking area
and interpretive exhibit. The trench line straddles two parcels which are currently undeveloped
and covered with trees and other vegetation. Acquiring this section of trench line would provide
another opportunity for interpreting a historic feature of the River Line.
Parcel ID Number: 17068400090, Acreage: 1.2 acres (Recommended property for acquisition is
less than one acre.)
Parcel ID Number: 17068400100, Acreage: 63 acres (Recommended property for acquisition is
less than one acre.)
Historical Significance (S-2 - Tracts containing ground on which some key combat occurred.)
This section of trench line was part of fortifications built in June of 1864 and occupied by Confederate troops between July 5th and July 10th. Skirmishing and artillery duels took place all
along this line resulting in casualties to the Confederate troops occupying the fortifications.
Most of the trench lines along the Oakdale Road ridgeline have been lost to cultivation and development and this is one of the few extant sections visible.
Existing Integrity (I-3 - Land containing significant visible intrusions.)
This section of trench line is located facing Oakdale Road which is a modern, three-lane paved
road. On the east side of Oakdale Road is also a concrete sidewalk. Only a small section of
trench line remains intact and other sections on these two parcels are no longer visible.
Physical Features (F-1 - Parcels containing one or more features important to the battle story
and potential archeological resources.)
This trench line is one of the few extant sections remaining on the high ground along Oakdale
Road and should be acquired for its protection and interpretation. The trench line provides opportunities for archeological investigations regarding its construction and use.
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Figure 95: The Confederate trench line is shown as the dotted blue line and extends across two parcels
on the east side of Oakdale Road. The red line outlines the recommended property for acquisition.

Figure 96: The Confederate trench line is highly defined along this section of Oakdale Road.
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Strategies for Property Acquisition
The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield is within the boundaries of Cobb County, Georgia
which has been one of the fastest growing counties in the nation. Because of this growth and
development land costs are expensive and challenge the available resources of governmental
and non-profit agencies. Preserving battlefield land is often achieved through private and public
partnerships and the use of available financial tools. The primary strategies for protecting battlefield land are through conservation easements and purchase. Conservation easements are a
common approach since the property owner retains ownership while still preserving the historic
qualities of the land. Fee simple purchase gives a preservation organization or government
agency more control over the property but this approach is expensive and requires continual
property maintenance and upkeep. These two primary financial strategies are both important to
consider to protect and preserve parcels identified for acquisition along the River Line.
The parcels recommended for acquisition go beyond just those with physical features. A number of parcels are also recommended for acquisition to protect a property’s viewshed and to provide additional recreational opportunities. This is especially important for the Henderson Road
Tract which has significant features directly adjacent to parcels in the viewshed. Other parcels
are located in dense residential or commercial areas and adding as much buffer property as possible is recommended to enhance the sense of time and place of the Civil War-era as possible.

Land Protection - Conservation Easements
A number of the parcels containing Shoupades and other fortifications along the River Line are
in rear or side yards of dwellings. In these instances purchase of the entire property may not be
necessary as opposed to obtaining a conservation easement only on enough land to preserve and
access the fortification. A conservation easement is a tool used to protect a parcel of land in perpetuity. It is a legal mechanism by which the property owner retains ownership of the land
while voluntarily placing restrictions on the property, such as subdivision or other development,
in order to preserve the land’s conservation values. A conservation easement is a legal document that is filed with the county deeds office and remains in effect if the property changes
ownership. The easement is an agreement between the property owner and a non-profit entity
that is entrusted to uphold the agreement. That party may be a land trust or a public agency.
Generally what the owner relinquishes is the right to develop, improve or modify the property
defined in the easement. By donating a conservation easement to a land trust or other nonprofit, the landowner can be assured that his or her wishes for the property will be administered
into the future.
The donation of a conservation easement does not change ownership and the landowner remains the sole owner of the property. The owner can continue to live on the property. Donating
a conservation easement does not hinder the ability to sell or otherwise transfer ownership to
another party. The landowner chooses terms, such as restricting building construction, harvesting trees or allowing public access. Easement restrictions are tailored to the interests of the
property owner and the unique qualities of the particular property. Restrictions are made to protect significant values of that property.
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Easements are designed to protect farmlands, vistas, or historic sites from development that
would jeopardize their exceptional qualities. Construction and activities may be restricted completely, or limited to certain types. For example, if River Line fortifications are obtained by
easement the property owner may choose to allow full public access to the property or limit access to certain times of the day or certain dates during the year. There can also be different levels of interpretation allowed such as wayside exhibits or limited signage which is keyed to an
audio tour or driving brochure.
If an easement is given for recreational or educational purposes, public access is required. Scenic easements require that most of the property be visible to the public, but physical access is
not required. The landowner usually decides if the property is to be open to the public. For
properties within the River Line, easements should include protection of archeological resources and efforts to prevent looting.
Landowners who wish to keep their land undeveloped often find property taxes and other costs
of ownership burdensome. Conservation easements can help landowners preserve their land,
reduce taxes and maintain ownership. Donating easements to a public agency or a land trust that
qualifies as a public charity can bring a property owner added tax benefits. Because a property
subject to a conservation easement is reduced in value it often will benefit from lower real estate taxes. In Georgia, donations of land or conservation easements meeting state conservation
purposes qualify donors for a state income tax credit (up to $250,000 for an individual,
$500,000 for a corporation/partnership). The donor has ten years to use the credit. The law provides for a credit on Georgia state income tax of 25% of the value donated for qualifying lands.
Real estate tax assessments maybe be reduced, but this varies by county and various tax abatement programs already in effect. The Cobb County Planning Department and the Cobb Land
Trust can assist landowners with current policies.
Easements which are donated exclusively for perpetual conservation purposes qualify as a taxdeductible charitable gift. A qualified appraiser uses a “before and after approach” to determine
the value of the easement. In other words, what was the land value before the easement was donated, and what is the value with the easement’s restrictions in place? For example, a property
valued at $2,000,000 prior to an easement may be reduced to $1,500,000 with a conservation
easement. The difference, $500,000, is the value of the easement. This amount may be deducted
from the donor's income for purposes of calculating federal income tax. The amount donors can
deduct has varied from 30% to 50% of their adjusted gross income each year up to six years.
These numbers are due for renewal at the end of 2013 and must be reconsidered by Congress
after that point.
Conservation easements may also reduce estate taxes. When property owners choose to grant
easements in their wills, the value of the easement is deducted or subtracted from the value of
the property prior to taxation. The value of the gift is then deducted from the estate, which lowers taxes on the estate. This subtraction or deduction from the value of estate property is available whether the easement was donated or sold. Typically the easement's value is based on the
value of the property at the date of the owner's death.
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As an example, Mr. and Mrs. Smith own twenty acres of a 19th century farmstead in Cobb
County but have little income. They themselves would not benefit from an income tax deduction through a conservation easement. However, if they want to keep the farm intact for their
heirs and do not want to sell the property to developers, they may be interested in having their
will provide a donation of a conservation easement. At the time of their deaths the farm is valued at $1,000,000, and after the easement it has a value of $500,000. The $500,000 value of the
easement is deducted from the estate, which allows the estate to be settled without liquidating
the farm.
Another advantage of easements concerning estate taxes is the estate tax "exclusion." A provision of the American Farm and Ranch Protection Act enables a decedent's executor to exclude
40% of the value of land subject to a permanent conservation easement (up to a maximum of
$500,000) after subtracting the value of the easement. If a will does not provide for the donation
of an easement, the landowner's heirs can choose to have the executor to donate a "postmortem" easement. The same tax benefits would apply to the property as with a testamentary
easement.
Numerous conservation and historical organizations provide assistance in working with property owners on easements and the most relevant of these are discussed in Appendix A.

Land Protection - Fee Simple Acquisition
Another alternative to protect battlefield lands is fee simple acquisition. Acquisition of land by
means of fee simple is the direct purchase of private property by a public or private preservation
organization. Whereas a conservation easement allows a private landowner to retain ownership
while placing some restrictions of use of the land, fee simple is an outright sale and constitutes
a legal transfer of ownership. Conservation easements are preferred in cases when fee simple
acquisition would be cost prohibitive. The average market value for property in southeastern
Cobb County varies widely depending on location and topography but can range from $25,000
to $100,000 an acre. This will require governmental agencies and historical and conservation
organizations to prioritize property for acquisition and recommendations for prioritization are
included in this plan.
Fee simple purchase has several advantages over conservation easements. While easements can
prevent future development, a preservation body that can acquire multiple parcels through fee
simple ownership will be able to provide cohesive management, public access and interpretation. When parcels are acquired through fee simple purchase they would be removed from the
tax roll of Cobb County. However, this reduction in taxes would be offset by the potential of
future tourism to the battlefield. Another emphasis of county citizens is the acquisition of park
land. In 2006, Cobb County voters approved issuing a $40 million dollar bond to purchase park
land. This included the acquisition of a portion of the Henderson Road Tract on Veterans Memorial Highway. The issuance of a similar bond in the future, or allocation of SPLOST (Special
Purpose Local Option Sales Tax) funds, could assist in the purchase of parcels which have the
potential to not only preserve fortifications but also to provide some form of passive recreation
such as hiking or running trails.
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CHAPTER VI– TREATMENT AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE
CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER LINE BATTLEFIELD
The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield consists of a series of fortifications extending over a
six-mile section of southeastern Cobb County. Much of the battlefield has been lost due to extensive 20th- and 21st-century development, but sufficient resources remain to provide residents and visitors with a rich and rewarding experience of its Civil War heritage. Currently only
two small parks are readily accessible and interpreted on the River Line. The proposed parks at
the Henderson Road Tract, Discovery Boulevard Tract, and other publically and privately
owned properties hold great promise for increased visitation, interpretation and recreational use
of the battlefield.
Essential to good management of cultural resources is determining and executing appropriate
treatment. In the United States, the Secretary of the Interior is charged with establishing professional standards and providing advice on the preservation of cultural resources listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. In order to provide broad access to the
standards and guidance, the Department of the Interior published the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. The Standards establishes four types of recommended treatment for historic properties - preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction - and provides guidance about how to apply the treatments to buildings, structures,
sites, objects, districts and landscapes. Another Department of the Interior document, the
Guidelines for the Treatment of Cultural Landscapes, applies the Standards specifically to cultural landscapes such as the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield. Other publications, the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Archeological Documentation and the Secretary of the
Interior’s Guidelines for Archeological Documentation, establish guidance for treating archeological resources.
Options for Treatment of Historic Properties
The Standards outline four types of recommended treatment for historic properties: preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction. Important considerations in deciding which
treatment is appropriate are the resource’s relative importance in history, its physical condition
and its proposed use. According to the Standards:
 Preservation focuses on the maintenance and repair of existing historic materials and
retention of a property's form as it has evolved over time.
 Rehabilitation acknowledges the need to alter or add to an historic property to meet
continuing or changing uses while retaining the property's historic character.
 Restoration depicts a property at a particular period of time in its history, while removing evidence of other periods.
 Reconstruction re-creates vanished or non-surviving portions of a property for interpretive purposes.
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Each type of treatment has its own associated standards for execution. The treatment selected
should be appropriate for the circumstances of the particular resource involved.
There are various options for the treatment of the remaining resources of the River Line Battlefield. Preservation would include creating a “best practices” management plan for the Shoupades and other fortifications. Rehabilitation could include plans to rehabilitate the HooperTurner House into a visitor’s center. The options of restoration and reconstruction are not recommended for the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield due to the extent of research required
and speculation on the design and construction of fortifications.
Opportunities for the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield
Opportunities to preserve and rehabilitate individual features in the Chattahoochee River Line
Battlefield landscape should be considered in their totality and interrelationship. Features to consider include topography; vegetation; road circulation; boundary demarcations (such as fences,
tree lines, and walls); and structures, street furnishings, or objects (such as monuments and statues). Overall, it is the arrangement and the relationship of these character-defining features as
they existed during the period of significance that is most critical to consider prior to treatment.
As such, landscape features should always be assessed as they relate to the property as a whole.
When thinking about treating the battlefield it is important to identify several factors, notably:
the role of change and continuity, the relative significance to history, geographical context, use,
archeological resources, natural systems, management and maintenance, interpretation, health
and safety, accessibility and environmental protection.
The River Line Battlefield demonstrates change and consistency in its cultural landscapes.
These changes may sometimes be minimal such as the installation of a historic marker or extreme, as with the loss of extensive sections of the fortifications. At the same time a property can
retain historic form, order, use, features or materials. The Henderson Road and Discovery
Boulevard Tracts are the best examples of preserved land on the River Line and there are different approaches for how their landscapes are used. Treatment of these landscapes in terms of
maintenance and appearance should be consistent. The National Park Service’s “Guide to Sustainable Earthworks Management” provides clear and sensible recommendations for keeping an
earthworks’ landscape neat and visible.
Management of earthworks such as those along the River Line is based on three essentials principles: 1.) maintain a ground cover for erosion control; 2.) minimize the impact of human activity on the site, including by maintenance crews as well as visitors; 3.) minimize the impact of
natural forces such as animals burrowing or invasion of non-native species.
1.) Ground Cover:
The appropriate ground cover is determined by the natural setting, specifically forest or grassland. In the former, natural leaf litter provides erosion control; in the latter, root systems of
grasses, ideally of native species. Experimental test plantings of native species along I-75 in
Smarr, Georgia, northwest of Macon proved successful in controlling erosion. Botanical species
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Figure 97: Chain link fences are used to surround the Shoupades at Shoupade
Park and Riverline Park (above). National Park Service guidelines generally do not recommend these types of fences since they
add another modern intrusion on the landscape. A Cultural Landscape Report would examine other options such as the use of
signs as shown below at Kennesaw Mountain Battlefield.
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included Little Bluesteam, Blackeyed Susan, Switchgrass, Indiangrass, and Lanceleaf Coreopsis.
The Cades Cove historic site in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park in East Tennessee
reported similar success with the planting of native meadow grasses and eradication of tall fescue, a 1930s introduction. The use of native species reduces the number of mowings needed in
the growing season. In turn, this helps minimize the impact of human activity on a landscape.
On the River Line earthworks, random trees should be removed to facilitate easier maintenance
and visibility of these features. Ideally, invasive ground cover species, such as ivy, should be
eradicated and replaced with native grasses. The National Park Service advises minimal use of
herbicide for removal of non-native species. Selective application of glyphosate herbicides to
woody plants may be acceptable if mowing is not appropriate or effective. Care should be taken
not to damage the fortifications when felling trees; cut stumps may be treated with appropriate
herbicide to prevent re-sprouting. Chain link fencing should be removed.
2.) Human Activity:
The topographical nature of earthworks attracts human interest. Whether on foot or bike, human
activity on historic fortifications are contrary to preservation. Eliminating walkways near their
bases can help to discourage trespass upon these features. Also, education of visitors via signs
and pamphlets can encourage stewardship. A raised platform can simultaneously provide optimum views and function as a barrier for further approach.
3.) Natural Forces
The landscapes of earthwork sites are naturally prone to natural forces that can be minimized in
their impact. Native animal species, particularly groundhogs, can cause extensive damage to
these fortifications. Live-trapping and removal of animals is recommended. Trees on the site,
even if not on the earthworks itself, can cause damage from windfall of limbs or trunks. Where
isolated trees overhang a site, seasonal trimming of branches may be recommended. At Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park, the National Park Service recommended a management
plan for a small circular earthworks that could be adopted by Cobb County for the River Line.
Recommendations include the application of glyphosate herbicide in early spring (March-April)
to eradicate Tall Fescue and Honeysuckle. This is followed by the mowing of the treated vegetation to one inch, also in April. The area should then be raked for seed prep. Native species
should be seeded. The vining species recommended for the Kennesaw Battlefield are appropriate for shaded or partly shaded areas. For open, sunny sites, grass species, as test planted at
Smarr, would be appropriate. The full report “Guide to Sustainable Earthworks Management” is
found at http://www.nps.gov/history/hps/hli/currents/earthworks/index.htm.
To fully provide the most comprehensive and long-range approach to treating the battlefield, the
Cobb County P.A.R.K.S. Department, MIC and RLHA are encouraged to develop a Cultural
Landscape Report and Archeological Program. A Cultural Landscape Report (CLR) is the principal statement that defines the history, significance and treatment of a cultural landscape. A
CLR assesses the integrity of the landscape in the context of any changes over time to its geography, features, materials and use. A CLR assists the landscape’s preservation by addressing
threats to the landscape's character-defining features and solutions to those threats. These may
include neglect of the landscape, resulting in alterations to physical structures or looting of archeological artifacts; and also the potential physical impact resulting from the very goal of increased recognition of and visitation to the landscape.
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This CLR does not have to be extensive but should be sufficient to assist with planning for the
existing battlefield lands as well as any future property acquisition. The CLR could initially address taking the Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard Tract preliminary concept plans and
developing a process to produce final plans, implementation and construction. Archeological
and historical research in the future may answer questions about the date of construction of
Howell’s Mill and its role during the battle. A more detailed Historic Structures Survey and research may also assist in providing a construction date for the Hooper-Turner House and more
about its historical use.
The creation of a CLR would also provide planning and guidance for addressing the landscape
of any parcels acquired in the future as well as those currently owned by Cobb and Fulton Counties, homeowner’s associations and private individuals and companies. Having a CLR in place
would facilitate a program for preservation, interpretation and management of the Confederate
and Union fortifications on county park property and any parcels acquired for the battlefield in
the future. The intent of the CLR would be to plan for a larger battlefield park program and
methods to successfully accommodate increased numbers of visitors.
As visitation to the River Line Battlefield increases, those responsible for managing the site will
need to educate property owners and site visitors on the importance of stewardship of the landscape. This could include minimal ground disturbance to preserve the archeological record and
posting signs to discourage or prohibit relic hunting. For visitors such instruction could take the
form of signage reminding them to park in designated areas only, stay on walking trails, leave
no evidence of their visit, take nothing from the site and generally respect the historic significance of the landscape through these actions, ensuring that others will have the same opportunity.
Long-term, comprehensive management strategies are also key elements to CLRs. Maintenance
tasks can be day-to-day, seasonal, or cyclical, as determined by management strategies. Though
many maintenance tasks, such as mowing and weeding or re-laying pavement or curbs, may appear routine, such activities can cumulatively alter the character of a landscape. Well-conceived
management and maintenance activities can sustain character and integrity over an extended period. Determining capabilities for ongoing maintenance is a very important consideration in
choosing a treatment.
Site modifications may be necessary in order to broaden the range of individuals who may access the site, to bring the site into compliance with Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements, to provide for the protection of important environmental elements and characterdefining features and to provide for the greatest efficiency in energy use possible. Any parking
areas, trails, and low impact wayside exhibits should be incorporated into the River Line Battlefield to combine the highest possible level of access, code compliance, environmental protection
and energy efficiency with the least possible impact on the historical integrity of the landscape.
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In addition to the creation of a Cultural Landscape Report, Cobb County is encouraged to create
and adopt a formal Archeological Program for the River Line Battlefield. There have been various archeological studies of the River Line Battlefield since the 1970s. The most comprehensive
of these was the “Archeology Inventory and GIS Analysis for the Chattahoochee River Line
Battlefield (July 5-10, 1864)” completed in 2011 by Brockington and Associates. This study
concentrated primarily on the Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard Tracts and there may
well be additional fortifications remaining on the River Line that await discovery and analysis.
The adoption of a formal program would have the following benefits:
 A review of archeological investigations completed to date and their results.
 An analysis of land uses and the potential for archeological investigations in the core and
study areas.
 Recommendations to discourage intense use or visitation on parcels and areas prior to
archeological investigations.
 Prohibiting relic hunting.
 Prioritization of archeological investigations for specific areas and parcels.
 Scopes of work and recommended procedures for archeological investigations.
 Recommendations for artifact curation and display.
 Recommendations for books or articles on the River Line Battlefield’s archeological record.
Archeological resources not only have historical value, but can also reveal significant information about a battlefield landscape. Archeological investigations should be conducted by a professional archeologist who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s qualifications for Historical Archeology.
Cobb County, RLHA, and MIC are also encouraged to provide workshops or prepare informational flyers for property owners on the importance to discourage relic hunting and protect the
integrity of the battlefield. Any artifacts found by a property owner should be recorded in accordance with curation recommendations.
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Figure 98: A Cultural Landscape Report and archeological
program would assist in determining the best approaches to preserving earthworks such as those
at Shoupade Park either through removing ground
cover (above) or leaving existing vegetation in
place (below). The adopted approach should be in
accordance with the National Park Service’s Sustainable Military Earthworks Management guidelines.
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Recommendations—Cobb County-Owned Tracts
As part of this plan, preliminary concept designs were created for the Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard Tracts which are owned by Cobb County and administered by the P.A.R.K.S.
Department. These two tracts have been owned and maintained by this department for a number
of years. They lack any parking on-site and there are no amenities such as picnic tables, walking
trails or interpretive signage. Since these two tracts contain some of the best-preserved Union
and Confederate fortifications on the River Line they are of particular importance to review and
provide preliminary recommendations for their future use.
Conceptual Plans—Henderson Road Tract
Two preliminary concept plans have been prepared for the Henderson Road Tract. Concept A is
based on the assumption that the county is able to purchase two adjacent properties and utilize
them for the proposed Henderson Road Park. Concept B illustrates possible uses of the property
in its current configuration.
Concept A provides for a visitor’s center and restrooms adjacent to a parking area close to Veterans Memorial Highway. This would be a highly visible entrance into the park and amenities
would include a playground and picnic area. Sidewalks would be added along the highway
frontage to allow for pedestrian access into the park. Once in the park visitors would also access
walking trails to view the Union earthworks, Howell’s Mill Site, historic roadbeds and older
homesites on the property. Interpretive exhibits would be placed at strategic locations along the
trails. A paved trail with interpretive information would also be added for ADA compliance.
The Henderson Road Tract Concept B assumes that the two adjacent parcels are not acquired.
Under this approach access and amenities to the proposed Henderson Road park would be much
more limited. A smaller parking area would be provided at the end of Henderson Road and
amenities such as the visitor’s center and picnic area would be eliminated. Trail systems would
still lead to the Union fortifications and mill site and there would also be pedestrian access from
Veterans Memorial Highway. Both concept plans envision the park’s use as a trailhead and connector with the proposed Nickajack Creek Greenway Trail.
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Figure 99: This concept shows the proposed uses of the Henderson Road Tract if the
adjacent parcels at 1101 Veterans Memorial Boulevard and 6800 Henderson Road are also acquired and incorporated into the park.
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Figure 100: This concept plan illustrates how the Henderson Road Tract could be
used as a county park using the existing land.
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Conceptual Plans—Discovery Boulevard Tract
The Discovery Boulevard Tract consists of 103 acres and is bounded by the Chattahoochee
River on the south, Discovery Boulevard on the north and industrial properties on the east and
west. This property has deed restrictions which allow only its use as a historic park with passive
recreation and interpretation. There is currently very limited public access to this tract and no
available public parking. A narrow trail leads to the Confederate fortifications from Discovery
Boulevard and a second wider trail connects from Discovery Boulevard to the Union battery position west of Nickajack Creek. The tract ascends steeply to a ridgeline from Discovery Boulevard and on the south side of the ridge is land within the Chattahoochee River flood plain.
The concept plan for the Discovery Boulevard Tract illustrates the potential for this site if land is
obtained from the owner of the parcel at 1340 Discovery Industrial Court. The steepness of the
terrain and lack of other potential parking areas makes acquisition of property at this location an
important part of the use of this proposed park. The flat area adjacent to the industrial building
would provide for a parking area, restrooms and interpretive exhibits. The land also is sufficient
to reconstruct a to-scale Shoupade as an example of what these fortifications looked like in
1864. Visitors would park at this location and then use walking trails to access the Confederate
trench line and fortifications. This trail would also connect with the proposed Chattahoochee
River and Nickajack Creek Greenway systems. To improve access into the proposed park, the
existing concrete sidewalk should be extended along this section of Discovery Boulevard.
If the flat property at 1340 Discovery Industrial Court cannot be obtained another alternative
would be to acquire a similar size tract from the property at 1370 Discovery Industrial Court. A
similar concept plan for parking and interpretation would also be workable on the southwest side
of this parcel. If neither of these properties can be acquired public access to the Discovery
Boulevard Tract will be limited. It may be possible to create a small parking area into the tract
off Discovery Boulevard but this would require expensive excavation and removal of a section
of the ridge. At a minimum the sidewalk along Discovery Boulevard should be extended to provide for access to the proposed park by pedestrians or those who travel to the trail head by bicycle. The Confederate fortifications would also be accessible in the future via the proposed Chattahoochee River and Nickajack Creek Greenways.
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Figure 101: This concept plan includes the acquisition of property at the northwest
corner of the property for use as parking and interpretation.
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Figure 102: This concept shows the parking and interpretive area connecting with the
property’s walking trail to the fortifications.
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Figure 103: The flat area next to the building at 1340 Discovery Industrial Court
would be used as the parking and interpretive area for the Discovery
Boulevard Tract in the preliminary concept plan.

Figure 104: If the property at 1340 Discovery Industrial Court is not acquired another potential
location for accessing the tract is the adjacent building at 1370 Discovery Industrial
Court. Parking at this location would allow for trail access and interpretation.
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Proposed Visitor Center — Hooper-Turner House
The Hooper-Turner House is the only mid-19th century dwelling directly on the River Line Battlefield. The exact date of construction of this house is unknown but a preliminary examination
of the property indicates that it could be as early as ca. 1850. According to local oral tradition it
was used to house ill and wounded soldiers during the fighting along the River Line. If in existence in 1864, this dwelling would have been in front of the fortifications of the River Line. The
Hooper-Turner House was added to the Cobb County Historic Register on April 22, 2003. This
property was purchased by the City of Smyrna in 2004 with the intention of its preservation. The
city no longer wishes to own the property and it is currently for sale.
Two reports on the Hooper-Turner House have been completed under the direction of MIC. The
first of these is the “The Hooper-Turner House, Preliminary Architectural Investigation,” prepared by Richard Laub and Laura Drummond in 2008. The authors of this report conducted a
limited architectural analysis of the house and concluded that it had materials and construction
features consistent with a mid-19th century construction date. Because of the limited nature of
this analysis the authors recommended additional historical and architectural studies be completed to determine if a more accurate date of construction be identified as well as its possible
use during the July 5-10, 1864 battle.
The second report is “Adaptive Reuse Feasibility Study For The Hooper-Turner House, Mableton, Georgia” prepared by Morrison Design LLC and Noell Consulting Group in 2010. This
report examined the feasibility of the site for interpretation, a local history center and as a community center. The report suggested several ways the property could be adaptively reused including that of a visitor’s center for the battlefield. The report provides a market analysis of the
potential use of the property and a preliminary site plan showing parking areas, ADA compliant
walkways and detached restroom facilities (Figure 103).
These two reports suggest that the Hooper-Turner House has the potential to be an important
interpretive and historical center for the River Line Battlefield. Even if the dwelling cannot be
proven to have been in existence during the battle it remains the only 19th century dwelling directly on the River Line. The property is structurally sound for adaptive reuse and has sufficient
space for parking and ADA access. The Hooper-Turner House is located in the center of the
River Line Battlefield and has the potential to access Shoupade # 6 via a walking trail if this
Shoupade and the Dickerson Drive property (see pages 83-86) are acquired in the future.
The Hooper-Turner House could also display some of the Civil War collection currently in the
possession of the City of Smyrna. A collector donated these artifacts to the city and they comprise over 60,000 pieces. As the city decides how to curate and display this collection, some of
the artifacts should be set aside for the Hooper-Turner house for display in the future.
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Figure 105: The 2010 adaptive reuse of the Hooper-Turner House included illustrations of how the property could be rehabilitated and the property used
as visitor center.
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Connecting the Battlefield—Greenways and Walking Trails
The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield is six miles in length and much of the battlefield is
located in a dense urban area with residential, commercial and industrial uses. The fortifications
are non-contiguous and range from sites of 103 acres to less than one acre. The existing accessible sites are spread far apart and can only be reasonably accessed by automobile. There is currently no driving tour specifically for the River Line and the creation of such a tour is one of the
recommendations of this plan.
Cobb County has plans to increase the number of trails and these have the potential to enhance
access to the River Line fortifications. Trails are planned to be built along Nickajack Creek to
connect the Chattahoochee River with the existing Nickajack Park. This trail would connect
with the Henderson Road Tract as well as the Discovery Boulevard Tract. The parks at these
two locations could then be accessed by foot traffic or bicycle. The trail surface should be of a
reversible material that will protect the underlying soil. There are a number of trail surfaces
which would be compatible such as mulch, wood chips and geotextiles.

Figure 106: The south section of the River Line Battlefield would be accessed
by pedestrian and bicycle traffic via the proposed Nickajack
Creek and Chattahoochee River Greenway systems. This map
shows the location of the greenways connecting with the Henderson Road Tract (labeled Howell’s Mill) and the Discovery Boulevard Tract (labeled Johnston’s River Line Park). (Map courtesy
of MIC)
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Figure 107: The Discovery Boulevard Tract contains sewer easements along
the Chattahoochee River and Nickajack Creek which could be
incorporated into future greenway projects.
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The proposed Riverview Landing project would also have the potential to provide pedestrian
and bicycle access to the Hooper-Turner House and Shoupade # 7 at River Line Park. Riverview
Landing is a proposed mixed use residential and commercial development located along Riverview Road and the Chattahoochee River. This development will include a section of the proposed Chattahoochee River Greenway along its river frontage and the development company
has expressed an interest in extending this trail system west to Oakdale Road. At a minimum
this proposed trail system would access River Line Park and Shoupade # 7. A second trail could
also connect with the Hooper-Turner House if this property is converted into a visitor’s center.
Other potential connections are to Shoupade # 6 and the Dickerson Road parcel if these properties are acquired in the future.

Figure 108: Riverview Landing is a development located along the Chattahoochee
River. The developers propose to construct part of the river’s greenway on
their property and connect this trail with
River Line Park and other possible sites
of the River Line Battlefield.
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At the northern section of the River Line Battlefield is Shoupade Park which is owned and interpreted by Cobb County. This park is within 0.2 mile of the proposed route of the Silver Comet
Trail. The Silver Comet Trail is 61.5 miles in length and starts at the Mavell Road trailhead in
Cobb County and ends at the Georgia/Alabama state line. This paved trail is open to walkers and
bicyclists. It follows the path of an old railroad bed and the trail is proposed to be extended
across the Chattahoochee River into Fulton County in the future.
The proposed route of the Silver Comet Trail crosses Oakdale Road approximately 0.2 mile
north of Shoupade Park. When this section of the Silver Comet trail is opened directional signage should be added at the Oakdale Road crossing to inform visitors of the opportunity to visit
the Shoupade Park fortifications. The proposed Chattahoochee River Greenway would also intersect with the Silver Comet Trail extension and directional signage should be added at this location as well to enable visitors to access and tour Shoupade Park.

Proposed Silver Comet Trail
Extension and Oakdale
Road Trailhead

Existing Silver
Comet Trail

Figure 109: The route of the proposed
extension of the Silver Comet Trail is
shown above and would cross Oakdale
Road at the location shown at left. Directional signage could then direct visitors to
Shoupade Park via an existing sidewalk.
(Map courtesy of MIC)
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CHAPTER VII– INTERPRETING THE CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER LINE
BATTLEFIELD
The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield provides a unique opportunity for visitors to have a
tangible link to the 1864 Atlanta Campaign. The River Line fortifications are some of the most
intact field fortifications remaining from the campaign in the Atlanta area and offer a wide range
of locations and methods for interpretation. This section outlines the current state of interpretation of the River Line Battlefield resources and the potential for interpretive objectives in the
future. To more fully develop the stories and themes of the River Line, the completion of a more
detailed Interpretive Plan should be completed within the next one to three years. The creation
of an Interpretive Plan for the River Line Battlefield must include the diverse perspectives and
themes, how the themes and sub-themes should be described, create a unified signage family for
wayside exhibits and utilize a variety of formats and social media to tell the River Line story in a
way that is thoughtful and respectful.
Existing Interpretation on the River Line Battlefield
The interpretation of the River Line Battlefield currently consists of a series of Georgia Historical Commission markers, wayside exhibits erected by the Cobb County and City of Smyrna
Parks Departments and privately funded markers. The Historical Commission markers are at
various locations in Mableton, Smyrna and Vinings and describe events that occurred along the
River Line in the immediate vicinity. In several locations visitors can pull off the side of the
road to read the markers. Other markers are located along busy highways and visitors are required to park some distance away and walk to the markers in order to safely read them.

Figure 110: This Georgia Historical Commission marker is
located at the intersection of Veterans Memorial Highway and Oakdale Road.
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Wayside exhibits are available for viewing at Shoupade Park, River Line Park and the entrance
to the privately-owned Riverline Hill Subdivision off Oakdale Road. These exhibits contain information on the role of the River Line Battlefield in the Atlanta Campaign, the construction of
the River Line, and the uniqueness of the Shoupades. Visitors are able to access these three locations off of Oakdale Road. The marker at Riverline Hill Subdivision was erected by the Georgia
Battlefields Association and there is limited parking adjacent to the marker. There are four dedicated parking spaces at the entrance to Shoupade Park and the fortifications at the park are interpreted by several pole mounted wayside exhibits. These markers remain in generally fair to
good condition and contain text and graphics detailing the history of the River Line and the construction of the fortifications. At the River Line Park there are numerous parking spaces for the
park’s recreational opportunities and Shoupade # 7 is readily accessible via a walking trail from
the parking lot. At the Shoupade is a wayside exhibit with a depiction of what the Shoupade
would have looked like in July of 1864.

Figure 111: Interpretation of the
River Line is provided by a marker
at the Riverline Hill Subdivision
(top) and at Shoupade Park
(bottom). Both markers contain extensive text and graphics detailing
the history and construction of the
fortifications. These markers were
funded by the Georgia Battlefields
Association.
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Figure 112: At River Line Park is a metal marker which depicts
the original design of Shoupade # 7.

I
dentification or “branding” of the River Line Battlefield is also provided by the use of a River
Line Historic Area logo. This logo has been added to many street signs and private development
signs along the historic location of the River Line fortifications.

Figure 113: The River Line Historic Area logo is
used at a number of locations including on street
signs such as on Fort Drive off Oakdale Road.
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Future Interpretation of the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield
An Interpretive Plan developed for the River Line Battlefield will include the identification of
specific historic themes and sub-themes, recommendations for the location of wayside exhibits
and directional signage, designing a tour route and media for visitors and increasing the visibility of the River Line at regional museums and related historic sites. This interpretive planning
effort is needed in order to provide a blueprint for filling in the current limitations in the existing
interpretation of the River Line. These limitations include the following:
Where Am I? Lack of Directional Signage – There is currently no detailed driving tour and
directional signage to guide visitors to Shoupade Park and River Line Park. The Cobb
County Historic Preservation Commission has developed three separate driving tours of
the county but there is no tour that guides visitors to the fortifications at these locations.
There is also no directional signage along the major highways in the vicinity to guide
visitors to these sites.
What Happened Here? Incomplete Information – The interpretive markers at Shoupade
Park, River Line Park and the Riverline Hill Subdivision are excellent in their discussion
of the construction of the River Line fortifications and the uniqueness of the Shoupades.
However, there is little discussion of the enslaved African Americans forced to build the
River Line, what happened to them after the Civil War and how much of the River Line
has been lost to development. The installation of appropriate reproduction cannon would
also enhance the visitor’s understanding of the military concept of the River Line.
Lack of Information at Regional Museums – There are several notable museums in the region devoted to Civil War history and the Atlanta Campaign and to the history of the
Metro Atlanta area generally. These include the visitor’s center at the Kennesaw Mountain National Park, the Southern Museum of Civil War and Locomotive History at Kennesaw, the Atlanta History Center, Apex Museum and Cyclorama. At all of these museums and sites there is little mention of the River Line and its significance. The fighting
along the River Line is sometimes only indicated on maps and without any explanation
of its construction, its purpose and how abandonment of the line played a role in the fall
of the city.
What Else is There to See? Insufficient Connection with Related Sites – Visitors to the
area’s regional museums do not have any handouts or brochures to guide them to the
River Line Battlefield and the publically accessible parks. At the bookstores of these museums you can purchase “The Atlanta Campaign, A Civil War Driving Tour of AtlantaArea Battlefields” by J. Britt McCarley. This publication from 1984 provides visitors
with a driving tour to access the locations of the major battles around the city. However,
there is only a few sentences given to the River Line and Shoupade and River Line Parks
were not in existence when this driving tour was published.
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Future Interpretation—Creation of Wayside Exhibits and Directional Signage
Wayside exhibits and directional signage should be added to the River Line Battlefield publically accessible properties. Once an Interpretive Plan is in place there will be guidance for a
consistent appearance through standardized materials and overall design. Any new wayside exhibits could include the River Line Historic Area logo. These exhibits can be produced for outdoor experiences in the form of interpretive panels. Located at specific places on the battlefield,
these panels can direct, inform, and educate audiences who want to fully experience the visual
and environmental elements of the site. Creative and technical options can enhance the experience offered by wayside exhibits. Textured markers provide surfaces for rubbings, a tangible
collector item for take-away. Also, medallions that broadcast to listening devices allow technology-savvy visitors an expanded, in-depth user experience. Kennesaw State University’s Civil
War Center, RLHA, and MIC will assist in researching and writing the text, as well as identifying appropriate images for each interpretive panel.

Figure 114: Wayside exhibits
should be developed to be consistent in appearance such as at Kennesaw Mountain Battlefield National Park (right). A variety of
sign types should also be considered such as the example shown
below.
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Figure 115: The River Line Battlefield would provide a more
informative and interesting visitor experience
through the installation of period or reproduction
cannon at the location of Union battery positions
and Confederate redans. Above is an example of a
12-pound Napoleon cannon which defended the
River Line. Below is a 20-pound Parrott cannon, the
type used by several of the Union batteries.
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Another future opportunity is including the River Line Battlefield in the Atlanta Campaign
Heritage Trail. This trail is part of the statewide Georgia Civil War Heritage Trails program
which promotes standardized wayside exhibits and directional signage marked by the trails
logo. This type of directional signage is very useful to those who download the trail and follow
it through north Georgia. The signs are readily identifiable and assist in knowing when to make
turns and when to stop for an exhibit. These types of signs should be placed at important crossroads along the River Line such as at Oakdale Road and Veterans Memorial Highway. Cobb
County should work with the Georgia Civil War Heritage Trails program to include the River
Line properties on future driving tours and obtain the appropriate signage for the existing and
proposed parks.

Figure 116: The River Line Battlefield
should be incorporated into the Georgia and
Atlanta Campaign Civil War Heritage Trails
programs. This would provide for identifiable and directional signage for visitors as
shown above and to the right.
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Future Interpretation—Telling the River Line Story at Regional Museums
The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield played an important role in the Atlanta Campaign of
1864 but this role has long been overlooked. The existing regional museums which focus on
Georgia and Civil War history either do not discuss the River Line at all or make only passing
mention of its significance. As the Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard parks are developed, a much wider range of opportunities will exist for visitor experiences on the battlefield.
The staff of the regional museums should recognize this opportunity and add additional exhibits
on the River Line.
An important location for revising the existing interpretation is at Kennesaw Mountain Battlefield National Park. The visitor’s center at the park contains a museum telling the story of the
Atlanta Campaign and the Battle of Kennesaw Mountain. The museum offers additional opportunities for telling the story of the River Line and directing visitors to tour the publically accessible properties. At the town of Kennesaw, Georgia is another significant regional museum, the
Southern Museum of Civil War and Locomotive History. The museum includes the famous
steam locomotive engine The General, which was used during the Andrews Raid in April of
1862. That event involved the hijacking of a passenger train by James J. Andrews and a group of
disguised Union soldiers and their attempts to damage the Western & Atlantic Railroad line. The
museum’s collection and narrative was expanded during the 1990s and the museum’s Jolley
Education Center features interactive exhibits with telegraphs and a diesel engine simulator, videos, and a replica 19th-century depot village. While the museum includes maps showing the
River Line there is no extensive discussion of the battlefield and its resources. Kennesaw State
University’s Civil War Center, through their cooperative agreement with the Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park, will work with park management to encourage support for including the River Line story into the park’s museum.

Figure 117: Both the Kennesaw Mountain Battlefield National Park visitor center (above) and the
Southern Museum of Civil War and Locomotive
History (right) offer opportunities to tell the story
of the River Line Battlefield..
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Figure 118: The Atlanta History Center (above) contains a
wide variety of exhibits on the Civil War and the
Atlanta Campaign including a cross section of
typical defensive fortifications (below).

The Atlanta History Center on W. Paces Ferry Road is one of the most important history museums in the region. It features a detailed overview of the 1864 Atlanta Campaign including a
cross section of a Confederate trench line. This exhibit could be modified and expanded to discuss the River Line fortifications, include a model of a Shoupade and provide information to
visitors on how to access and tour the River Line Battlefield.
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Another important museum is the Atlanta Cyclorama & Civil War Museum located in Grant
Park. The Atlanta Cyclorama is a cylindrical mural depicting the Battle of Atlanta on July 22,
1864. The painting was created in 1883 by the Milwaukee-based American Panorama Company
and exhibited in several cities before it was purchased and housed in Atlanta in 1887. The Atlanta Cyclorama was moved into its present Neo-classical style building in 1921. In addition to
the painting, the building contains a Civil War museum with numerous exhibits spanning two
floors. Thousands of visitors view the Atlanta Cyclorama each year and the museum affords opportunities for the creation of a River Line Battlefield exhibit in the future.

Figure 119: The Atlanta Cyclorama & Civil War Museum is housed in the Cyclorama building constructed in 1921 (below). The painting is one of the largest in the country
(above).
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The Apex Museum at 135 Auburn Ave. NE in Atlanta offers an opportunity to tell the story of
the enslaved African Americans who were forced to build the River Line fortifications in the
summer of 1864. In addition to the River Line, African American slaves were also forced to
build sections of the other fortifications to defend the city. This history is an important part of
the River Line heritage and should be recognized and interpreted in the future. The Apex Museum is dedicated to presenting and interpreting African American history and the staff should
consider creating an exhibit interpreting the role of African American slaves in the construction
of fortifications in the Atlanta Campaign and for the River Line Battlefield.

Figure 120: The Apex Museum is dedicated to African
American heritage in Atlanta. Located at 135
Auburn Avenue (above), the museum houses
many exhibits on 19th and 20th century regional African American history (below).
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Future Interpretation—Telling the Varied Stories of the River Line Battlefield
The development of an Interpretive Plan is one of the major goals for the River Line Battlefield.
Such a plan would identify the various themes related to the River Line and how its varied stories can be told to local residents and visitors. In addition to the importance of the River Line in
the Atlanta Campaign, other associated themes include the impact of the war on local residents,
the role of enslaved African Americans in the construction of the River Line, what became them
after the Atlanta campaign and the fate of the River Line after the war. The Henderson Road
Tract provides an opportunity to interpret the archeological site of Howell’s Mill and the proposed park on Settlement Road could interpret the formation of freed African American communities after the Civil War.
These varied stories can be told in a many ways ranging from panels and displays in a visitor’s
center to audio information accessed by smart phones. The proposed Interpretive Plan would
identify the wide variety of media now available for the promotion and heritage tourism of the
River Line Battlefield.

Figure 121: During the Atlanta Campaign many Georgia
civilians had their homes, farms and places of business destroyed by the invading Union army. This led many residents to flee the area until the fighting was over. (Photo
courtesy the Civil War Center of Kennesaw State University)
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Future Interpretation—Telling the Varied Stories of the River Line Battlefield
Native American Occupation
Much of the River Line follows along the top of the ridge line just to the west of the Chattahoochee River. This high ground was part of the Native American trail system in the region and was
used for hundreds of years before the white settlement. The earliest human inhabitants roamed
this region beginning around 8,000 B.C. With advancements in tools and agriculture, this nomadic existence gradually evolved, and permanent settlements characterized the Woodland period from 1,000 B.C. to 1,000 A. D. Between around 1000 A.D. and 1375 A.D. the many Native
towns and villages in present day Cobb County were part of a large province dominated by Etalwa. The larger towns in Cobb contained at least one temple mound and one burial mound. At
the time of European Contact (mid-1500s) the area was within the territory held by the Kusa
Creeks. During most of the 1700s, the Upper Etowah River was occupied by the Apalachicola
Creeks or Conchakees. In 1793, the federal government gave the Etowah River Valley to the
Cherokees. The southern half of Cobb County remained nominally within the territory of the
Creek Confederacy until 1821, but the thinly populated area was primarily occupied by people
of mixed race and traders of European descent with Native American wives.
European-American settlers filtered into the area beginning in the late eighteenth and early 19th
centuries, without much regard for the ancestral lands of the Creek and Cherokee tribes. In the
1830s, President Andrew Jackson attempted negotiation with the Cherokee nation, which was
split into factions for and against removal. Ultimately, Jackson pushed forward with removal of
all Native Americans via the Trail of Tears. The history of Native Americans living in the region
and their heritage along the River Line is another story that should be included at any visitor’s
center or through other interpretive media.

Figure 122: Cobb County was originally part of the Cherokee
Nation until it was formed in 1832. The Thomas
Finley map of 1830 shows the Cherokee lands
before removal.
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Future Interpretation—Telling the Varied Stories of the River Line Battlefield
Construction of the River Line by Enslaved African Americans
An overlooked story of the Civil War is the role both enslaved and free African Americans
played in constructing Confederate and Union fortifications. Slaves were used in the South to
build fortifications such as those to defend Vicksburg, Galveston, Richmond and Charleston.
Free people of color were impressed by the Union army to build Fort Negley in Nashville as
well as many of the forts around Washington D.C. In many instances these fortifications remain
on the landscape but there are few commemorative markers or other interpretive information to
honor the sacrifice of the freedmen and slaves.
The River Line fortifications are some of the most extensive built by Southern armies during the
war. Over 1,000 slaves were brought from Georgia plantations and forced to build the trenches,
redans and Shoupades that make up the six-mile River Line. As the Interpretive Plan is developed, there should be consideration of how best to tell this story and recognize the role African
Americans played in the construction of the River Line. The River Line may be an appropriate
location to create a monument to the experience of African Americans both enslaved and free
who built many of the fortifications that remain on America’s Civil War landscape.

Figure 123: Enslaved African Americans
were forced to build fortifications throughout
the South such as at Galveston, Texas (top).
Commemoration of the role slaves and freedmen played in building fortifications could be
modeled on the Washington D.C. African
American Civil War Memorial dedicated in
1998 (right). (Top image courtesy New York
Public Library)
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Future Interpretation—Telling the Varied Stories of the River Line Battlefield
The Settlement Community on Settlement Road
In the years following the Civil War, freed slaves established several separate communities in
the rural areas of Cobb County. One of these was the Settlement Community on Settlement
Road just north of S. Atlanta Road. The community consisted of a number of dwellings centered
around First St. John’s Baptist Church and cemetery. With the urbanization of Cobb County after World War II, these traditional African American communities were largely displaced by
increased land prices and development. In recent years the First St. John’s Baptist Church and
all of the dwellings have been demolished and this property is proposed for a new housing development. This property includes the remains of a Confederate artillery fort as well as the
cemetery. The developer has committed to allowing public access to the fort and cemetery and
this location provides an opportunity for interpretive exhibits. An interpretive marker at this location would provide information on the history of the Settlement Community and the significance of these African American communities in the late 19th and 20th centuries.

Figure 124: On the left is a dwelling and on the right is First St. John’s Baptist
Church in the Settlement Community prior to their demolition. The Settlement Community should be interpreted through wayside exhibits
along with the fortifications at the site. (Photos courtesy of Roberta
Cook)

Figure 125: The Settlement Community still contained almost two dozen dwellings in 1954 as shown
on the Bolton USGS Quad map at left.
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Future Interpretation—Connection With Regional Civil War and Historical Sites
Visitors currently have limited access and interpretation of the fortifications comprising the
River Line Battlefield. Shoupade Park and River Line Park are both open to the public and provide the visitor with a good overview of the construction of the River Line and its history. However, there is little information available at the regional Civil War and historical museums about
the River Line and the opportunities to visit these two parks. As the Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard parks are developed and interpreted, it will be even more important to develop
informational brochures and a greater web presence to direct visitors to the River Line Battlefield. Once at the River Line Battlefield visitors should also be able to access information that
directs them to associated sites such as Kennesaw Mountain Battlefield National Park and local
and regional museums.
Coordinated marketing of Civil War and related sites is common in many regions of the country
including Georgia. There are several initiatives such as the Georgia Civil War Heritage Trails
program and Cobb County historical driving tour that should be expanded to include the River
Line Battlefield once additional property is acquired and existing properties are accessible and
interpreted.

Figure 126: Related Civil War sites include the location where Confederate General John
Bell Hood watched the Battle of Atlanta (left) in what is now the Oakland Cemetery. On the right is the monument to Union Major General James McPherson
who was killed during the Battle of Atlanta. This monument is at the corner of
McPherson and Monument Avenues.
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Future Interpretation—Social Media and Public Education
The rise of social media and the technology of wayfinding has made dramatic changes in the
way historic sites and museums are interpreted. The creation of an Interpretive Plan is recommended to be completed for the River Line Battlefield within the next one to three years. This
plan should include a review of the wide ranging opportunities for engaging residents and visitors on the significance and history of the River Line and associated themes. This Interpretive
Plan should also include the following social media components and how they can be part of the
visitor experience. Kennesaw State University’s Civil War Center will assist these efforts
through cross-promotion via their various social media and online components.
Social Media
The use of social media outlets, like Facebook, Twitter, Gowalla (location), YouTube (video
sharing), Flickr (photo sharing), have added a new and exciting layer of information and interpretation to historic sites. They have the ability to attract audiences that would be considered
non-traditional, such as those under the age of 25 who visit historic sites in relatively few numbers. The River Line Historic Area currently has a Facebook Page and the Interpretive Plan
should look at ways to make this page as interactive as possible and with links to related sites.
Websites
Websites are one of the most cost effective means to reach a large audience who wants to experience the site or access information about the site. Websites can serve several purposes, from
interpretation, to information, to programming (podcasts), to promotion. Effective websites address all of these objectives. Website blogs are also a new phenomenon that historic sites can
take advantage of. These types of sites are similar to online journals and allow others to interact
through commentary or images with the material on the site. Websites are also an excellent opportunity to gather information about visitors or potential visitors to the site. Establishing an
email database for further contact with this audience can enhance fundraising, programming,
interpretive or visitation opportunities for the site. There is currently a website with information
on the River Line which is hosted by the River Line Historic Area at www.riverline.org. When
the Discovery Boulevard and Henderson Road parks are enhanced with public access and interpretation, there should be consideration of creating an additional website or expansion of the
existing one. The proposed Interpretive Plan will provide more guidance on what direction the
River Line’s web presence should consist of in the future.
Lecture and Tours
Local Civil War historians and RLHA will continue to conduct public lectures in the region and
lead periodic tours of Shoupade Park in order to support the ongoing efforts to inform the public
of the history of the River Line.
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Smart Phone Applications
Today smart phones carry applications that can perform all types of functions. One useful application is GPS-based location mapping. Museums and historic battlefields are now taking advantage of this hand-held technology to devise tours where audiences are their own tour guide.
One of the newest applications to use this technology is at Gettysburg which has developed its
own GPS tour. Social media is also accessible through smart phone applications. The creation of
a smart phone app for the Chattahoochee River Line could assist in interpretation and reach a
large audience of visitors.
Podcasts
Podcasts offer a way for visitors to access a wide variety of information about the b a t t l e f i e l d
without having to actually visit the site. Podcasts are digital media files that can be accessed
through the Internet. They can be easily recorded and quickly uploaded. Events like the symposium or audio tours can expose audiences to information and interpretation via their computer,
smart phone, mp3 player, or other digital media players.

Figure 127: The Kennesaw Mountain Battlefield National Park uses smart phone technology
to download an audio tour for the visitor. By dialing in to a number the visitor
can access the tour and press a number corresponding with the tour marker. This
type of smart phone technology should be used for interpretation on the River
Line Battlefield.
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CHAPTER VIII– SUMMARY
The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield commemorates one of the major defensive positions
of the Confederate Army of Tennessee during the Atlanta Campaign of 1864. The fighting
along the River Line consisted largely of infantry skirmishing and artillery duels—
demonstrating that the Confederate fortifications were so strong to deter any consideration of a
frontal attack by Major General William T. Sherman’s army. Instead Sherman ably crossed the
Chattahoochee River by a flanking maneuver while Confederate General Joseph Johnston
rested his troops and declined to initiate any action himself. With major elements of the Federal
army on the south side of the river, Johnston was forced to fall back into the entrenchments
around Atlanta.
Since the 1860s the River Line Battlefield has been largely lost to development and the urbanization of greater Atlanta. Most of the original trench lines and artillery fortifications built by
both armies have been lost along with the majority of the Confederate “Shoupades” a unique
redoubt design used only on the River Line. Despite these losses there remains sufficient property and historic resources to provide residents and visitors with a rich battlefield experience.
The Cobb County government has taken important steps in the past two decades to work with
developers to preserve some of the remaining Shoupades and other fortifications. The county
government has also acquired two large parcels containing some of the best preserved earthworks in the Atlanta area outside of the Kennesaw Mountain Battlefield National Park. Through
the work of the Georgia Battlefields Association, River Line Historic Area, Mableton Improvement Coalition, private individuals and other non-profit groups there is a strong consensus for
preserving the remaining battlefield lands.
The goals and objectives of the Chattahoochee River Battlefield Preservation Plan were developed through consultation with dozens of stakeholders, an on-line survey and from comments
received at two well-attended public meetings. The majority of responses were in favor of creating battlefield parks at both the Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard Tracts and concept
plans were prepared for these two county-owned properties. Both of these tracts could be used
as limited battlefield parks in their existing configuration but priority short-term goals include
the acquisition of adjacent property to enhance the park’s recreational and interpretive opportunities.
There is strong support for the rehabilitation of the Hooper-Turner House into a visitor’s center
for the battlefield. The Hooper-Turner House is an important 19th century dwelling on the
River Line and there has already been an adaptive-reuse study showing how it could be used as
a visitor’s center. One of the last remaining privately-owned Shoupades is within walking distance of the house. The Hooper-Turner House also has the potential for connecting via walking
trails with other parts of the battlefield.
Another important short–term goal is the creation of a Cultural Landscape Report and archeological program to guide future treatment of the earthworks. These studies would provide standards and recommendations for the future preservation and management of the River Line. The
completion of an Interpretive Plan is also a high priority in order to have concurrence on the
themes of the River Line and how to tell its story through exhibits, markers and social media.
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A further short-term goal is the acquisition of other Priority One properties. Priority One properties are those which contain important fortifications, protect viewsheds or act as buffers. Once
acquired through purchase or easement donations these properties should be interpreted in accordance with the recommendations of the Interpretive Plan.
A medium-term goal is the creation of a commemorative monument to enslaved and impressed
African Americans at a suitable location on the River Line. Approximately 1,000 slaves were
used to build the six-mile long River Line in the summer of 1864 and their labor and sacrifice is
evidenced on the landscape. Both freedmen and slaves were impressed by both the Union and
Confederacy to build fortifications throughout the South and around Washington D.C. This
story has not been suitably recognized and the River Line is an appropriate location for a commemorative monument honoring the role African Americans played in this part of Civil War
history. Further medium- and long-term goals include the acquisition and interpretation of Priority Two and Three properties in cooperation with private owners.
The urbanization of the Atlanta region after World War II resulted in the loss of many of the battlefield landscapes of the Atlanta Campaign. With the notable exception of the Kennesaw Mountain Battlefield National Park there are few other locations where visitors can get a sense of time
and place of the conflict of 1864. The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield has the potential to
greatly enhance heritage tourism in the region through the completion of accessible and interpreted parks at the Henderson Road and Discovery Boulevard properties. Other River Line fortifications are privately owned and offer additional opportunities for acquisition and interpretation. The addition of such park lands not only appeal to the out-of-town tourists but also provide
residents with walking trails and greenways. The River Line is a unique resource in the Atlanta
area and its preservation, interpretation and promotion will be an asset to the region for generations to come.
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CHARACTER DEFINING FEATURES OF THE
CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER LINE BATTLEFIELD
(CURRENTLY KNOWN)
Feature
Confederate Artillery Redan,
Shoupade # 8,
Confederate Trench Line
Union Battery
Union Artillery Redans
Union Trench Line
Shoupades # 3 and # 4
Confederate Artillery Redan
Shoupade # 9
Union Trench Line

Shoupade # 7

Shoupade # 2
Georgia Militia Fort
Confederate Artillery Fort
Hooper-Turner House
Shoupade # 6
Shoupade # 5
Union Battery
Union Trench Line
Union Trench Line
Shoupade Remnant
Shoupade # 1
Confederate Trench Line
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Location
Discovery Boulevard

Ownership/Protection
Public/Protected

Discovery Boulevard
Henderson Road

Public/Protected
Public/Protected

Shoupade Park, Oakdale
Road
Fulton County Airport
Property
Donald Lee Hollowell
Parkway NW
River Line Park,
Oakdale Road

Public/Protected

Olde Ivy Subdivision
Ivy Ridge Road
Providence Subdivision
Veterans Memorial Highway
Settlement Road
5811 Oakdale Road
Corley Drive
2275 Fort Drive
6153 Brookmere Place
1300 Block Buckner Road
1210 Buckner Road
4780 Oakdale Road
Settlement Road
5685 Oakdale Road
1860 Freeman Parkway

Private/Protected

Public/Protected

Public/Protected

Private/Protected
Private/Protected
Public/Unprotected
Private/Unprotected
Private/Unprotected
Private/Unprotected
Private/Unprotected
Private/Unprotected
Private/Unprotected
Private/Unprotected
Private/Unprotected

APPENDIX A—FUNDING AND ASSISTANCE SOURCES

GEORGIA HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION
The Georgia State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) is known as the Historic Preservation
Division of the Georgia Department of National Resources. In 1994 the Georgia General Assembly initiated the Georgia Heritage Grants program for historic preservation. These matching
grants are administered by the Historic Preservation Division. The funding for these grants has
been derived solely from historic license plate revenue. To date, the program has awarded more
than $3 million in matching grants to local governments and non-profit organizations.
To be eligible for this program, applicants must provide documentation of at least 40% of the
proposal’s cost. The property must be listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places and the Georgia Register. Additionally, the property must be open to public. All
grant-assisted work must meet the applicable Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Archaeology or Rehabilitation of Historic Properties.
For more information, visit the web site at www.georgiashpo.org or contact: Carole Moore, Tax
& Grants Coordinator at 404-651-5566 or carole.moore@dnr.state.ga.us

GEORGIA BATTLEFIELDS ASSOCIATION
The Georgia Battlefields Association (GBA) is a private, non-profit organization that seeks to
preserve Civil War sites throughout the state. It provides financial assistance to groups for acquiring, studying, preserving and increasing awareness of Georgia’s Civil War sites. The group
sponsors and conducts tours, and cooperates with other organizations with similar objectives. In
the past the GBA has helped sponsor and erect signs at the River Line Battlefield at Shoupade
Park and the River Line Hill Subdivision.
Georgia Battlefields Association
c/o Frank Chew, Treasurer
7 Camden Road NE
Atlanta, GA 30309
info@georgiabattlefields.org
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THE RIVER LINE HISTORIC AREA
The River Line Historic Area embraces historic and natural resources West of the Chattahoochee River to unite
the community as a place of distinction linking Vinings,
Smyrna and Mableton, Georgia.
Around the year 2000 a River Line Historic Area group
evolved to preserve historic sites, natural resources and
land using the 6 mile Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield as its geographic backbone. This group established The River Line Historic Area (RLHA)
name, boundaries, and logo, which was first publically displayed in 2005 on street signs at a
new Oakdale Road neighborhood.
The RLHA began working collaboratively with the Mableton Improvement Coalition (MIC) in
2006, which led to The River Line Historic Area Master Plan in 2009. The plan included stakeholder meetings and a final report with goals outlining the historic, cultural and natural resources of the River Line Historic Area and how these resources could be preserved, protected
and utilized for the benefit of Cobb County residents and visitors.
RLHA assisted MIC with the following professionally produced projects/reports:
2008 The Hooper-Turner House Preliminary Architectural Investigation Report
2010 Adaptive Reuse Feasibility Study for the Hooper-Turner House
2011 Archaeology Inventory and GIS Analysis for the Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield
2012 Multiple property National Register of Historic Places for Discovery Blvd & Henderson
Rd. Civil War earthworks
2014 The Chattahoochee River Line Battlefield Preservation Plan
Implementing the RLHA Master Plan organization goals, the RLHA launched a web site in
2011 and established a nonprofit corporation in the state of Georgia on April 1, 2013. Additionally, the RLHA interacts with its master plan stakeholders: Cobb County Cemetery Preservation, Cobb County Parks, Recreation & Cultural Affairs, Georgia Battlefields, PATH Foundation, Smyrna Historical and Genealogical Society, The Trust for Public Land, Jamestown Properties, The Chattahoochee Riverkeeper, Kennesaw State University Civil War Center, etc.
Contact:
Roberta Cook
Founder & Coordinator
The River Line Historic Area, Inc.
www.riverline.org
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GEORGIA CIVIL WAR COMMISSION
The Georgia Civil War Commission was created by the 1993
Georgia General Assembly. The Commission coordinates
"planning, preservation, and promotion of structures, buildings,
sites, and battlefields," acquires or provides funds for the acquisition of "Civil War battlefields, cemeteries and other historic
properties associated with the Civil War," and develops a "Civil
War Sites Heritage plan to promote heritage tourism and provide incentives to local landowners and local governments to
preserve Civil War battlefields and historic sites." To this end,
the Georgia Civil War Commission may receive and accept
loans, gifts, grants, donations or contributions of property.
One of the Commission’s earliest success stories was the acquisition of the battlefield land at
Griswoldville in middle Georgia, located in Jones and Twiggs counties. The GCWC acquired
seventeen acres at the site of the only infantry engagement prior to Union General William T.
Sherman's March to the Sea. That land is now a state historic site. In May 2000 the state purchased a 508-acre tract of the Resaca battlefield for $2.36 Million. The Commission was a key
player in facilitating the sale.
The Commission also assisted in the protection of a 190-acre tract of land in southwest Atlanta
adjacent to Utoy Creek that was included on the Civil War Trust's Ten Most Endangered list.
The site is includes Union trenches from the August 1864 siege of Atlanta. The Commission
began negotiations in 2001 with the landowner, Cascade Properties, to save the property. The
multi-organization effort included philanthropic help from the Arthur Blank Family Foundation,
the Georgia Greenspace Program, the City of Atlanta Greenway Acquisition Project and the
Quality of Life Improvements Bond Project. The Commission facilitated the purchase of the
land for the City of Atlanta for $2.65 million.
John Culpepper, Chair
1133 Brotherton Lane
Chickamauga, GA 30707
706-375-3177
jculpepper@comcast.net
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CIVIL WAR TRUST
The Civil War Trust (formerly the Civil War Preservation
Trust) is our nation’s largest non-profit organization (501-C3)
whose mission is the preservation of endangered Civil War
battlefields. The Trust is in essence a land trust that focuses
strictly on preserving land associated with a Civil War battle.
To make such a determination, the Trust consults the 1993
report by the Congressionally-appointed Civil War Sites Advisory Commission (CWSAC). That body identified approximately 10,500 engagements that occurred during the Civil
War. The Civil War Trust then uses Geographic Information System (GIS) to determine the
precise location of a potential property in relation to the historic landscape.
Like other land trusts, the Civil War Trust utilizes two tools for preserving land: conservation
easements and fee simple acquisition. Generally, a conservation easement between a landowner
and the Civil War Trust would disallow any new structures to be built on the property, unless
directly associated with agricultural use. The agreement would also prohibit alteration of the
topography and subdivision of the property.
The Civil War Trust offers several fee simple transaction options. The Trust will buy land at
fair market value or a property owner can sell the property to the Trust for less than market
value, creating a charitable tax deduction in the amount of the difference. A landowner can
agree to sell or donate the property to the trust and remain living on the property. The Trust
gains ownership upon the landowner’s death. Another option is for the landowner to sell the
property to the Trust and lease it back. Funding for Civil War Trust transactions is derived from
federal grants, applicable state grants, Trust Member Contributions and landowner donations.
To date, the Trust has assisted in preserving over 30,000 acres of land associated with Civil
War battles in twenty states.
1156 15th Street NW
Suite 900
Washington, D.C.
20005
(P) 202.367.1861
www.civilwar.org
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AMERICAN BATTLEFIELD PROTECTION PROGRAM
The mission of the American Battlefield Protection Program (ABPP) is to assist in planning,
interpreting and protecting sites where historic battles were fought on American soil. To this
end, the ABPP, administered by the Secretary of the Interior, encourages, supports and works
with federal, state, local and tribal governments, other public agencies, educational institutions
and private non-profit entities in protecting national battlefield sites.
Assistance from the ABPP is available in the form of grants, which are awarded annually. Project proposals are submitted for review by the ABPP, which has assisted funding over 429 projects in 42 states since initiation of the program in 1991. Grants have ranged in amount from
$5,000 to $80,000, for many types of projects. These can include site documentation (historical
research, GIS mapping, resource inventory, nomination to the National Register); planning
(studies of adjacent land, landscape management, interpretation, preservation advocacy and
community awareness); and education (brochures about preservation, interpretive programs,
wayside markers and design). Funds from the ABPP may not be used for acquisition of land. In
2012, the ABPP awarded more than $ 1.3 million among twenty-seven proposals relating to
endangered battlefields from the Pequot War, King William’s War, the Revolutionary War, the
War of 1812, the Civil War, World War II and various Indian Wars. The ABPP has supported
the preservation of the River Line Battlefield by funding a comprehensive archeological survey
in 2011 and the creation of this battlefield preservation plan in 2014.
Kristen L. McMasters
Government Technical Representative
DOI—National Park Service
American Battlefield Protection Program
1201 Eye Street, NW (2287) 6th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20005
202-354-2037
www.nps.gov/hps/abpp
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THE LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND
The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) was established by Congress in 1965. The Act
designated that a portion of receipts from offshore oil and gas leases be placed into a fund annually for state and local conservation, as well as for the protection of our national treasures (parks,
forest, and wildlife areas).
The LWCF also administers Civil War Battlefield Acquisition Grants, as authorized under the
American Battlefield Protection Act of 1996. This legislation was enacted to preserve and protect historically significant Civil War battlefields. It placed an emphasis on creating partnerships among State and local governments, regional entities, and the private sector to preserve,
conserve, and enhance nationally significant battlefields. The authorization of appropriations for
this Act expired in 2008, but was reauthorized through 2013 as part of the Omnibus Public Land
Management Act of 2009.
Since 1998, Congress has appropriated $38.9 million to this program, protecting 16,600 acres in
sixty-seven battlefields in fourteen states. Grants are available for the fee simple acquisition of
land, or for the acquisition of permanent, protective interests in land, at Civil War battlefields
listed in the Civil War Sites Advisory Commission's (CWSAC) 1993 Report on the Nation's
Civil War Battlefields. Each grant requires a dollar-for-dollar non-Federal match. Higher consideration will be given to proposals for acquisition of endangered lands at battlefields defined
as Priority I or II sites in the CWSAC report.
Grants must be used to acquire battlefield land or to acquire a permanent, protective interest
(i.e., a perpetual protective easement) in battlefield land. Additional costs associated with the
acquisition – such as appraisal costs, survey fees, title insurance, and other closing costs – are
also eligible grant costs.
Applicants may submit their proposals to the NPS at any time. The NPS will review all complete application packages as they are received. The NPS will notify applicants for projects at
Priority I and II battlefields of its decision within 30 days of receipt of a complete application
package. The NPS will notify applicants for projects at Priority III and IV battlefields of its decision after it considers pending Priority I and II application packages but no later than 120 days
after receipt of a complete application package.
Mr. Paul Hawke
National Park Service
1201 Eye Street, NW - 2255
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-2023
Website: http://www.nps.gov/hps/abpp/LWCFAcquisitionGrants.htm
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THE CIVIL WAR CENTER
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
The mission of the Center for the Study of the Civil
War Era (Civil War Center) is to provide quality programming and resources that enable scholars, students,
and enthusiasts to study the causes, nature and outcomes of the conflict, as well as the role that Georgia
and the South played in this nation’s greatest calamity.
Through a diverse offering of programs and public outreach, the Center offers opportunities for the examination of the Civil War era, a period still studied closely
and enthusiastically by citizens around the country and beyond, not only for its importance to
the past but also for its relevance to the present and future.
Kennesaw State University (KSU) is the third-largest university in Georgia with more than
24,600 undergraduate and graduate students representing 132 countries. KSU is located just
northwest of Atlanta in Cobb County near historic Kennesaw Mountain, allowing students to
experience the best of Atlanta while enjoying the serenity of a 328-acre, beautifully landscaped
pedestrian-friendly campus.
Accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), KSU offers 80
bachelor’s, master’s and doctorate degree programs including undergraduate degrees in education, health, business, the humanities, the arts, science and math. The university’s graduate degree programs include nursing, business, information systems, conflict management, public administration, education and professional writing. KSU’s expanding doctoral programs currently
offer doctorates in education, business and nursing, as well as KSU’s first Ph.D program in International Conflict Management.
The Civil War Center
Kennesaw State University
MD # 2206
1000 Chastain Road
Kennesaw, Georgia 30144-5591
678-797-2551
www.kennesaw.edu/civilwarera/
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SONS OF UNION VETERANS OF THE CIVIL WAR
The Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War (SUVCW) is an educational organization whose members are direct descendants of a soldier,
sailor or marine who actively served in one of the Union forces between
April 12, 1861 and April 9, 1865. The group’s mission is three-fold: to
honor veterans, to preserve and perpetuate the Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) and to promote patriotic education. The SUVCW marks
the graves of Civil War veterans and aids in the upkeep of Civil War
memorials. The group stages camps and enactments according to authentic ritual, funds grants for Civil War memorial preservation and promotes teaching of
American history in schools.
Each year since 1881, the SUVCW hosts a National Encampment at a location associated with
a Civil War battle. For example, in 2011, the event took place at Reston, Virginia, 15 miles
from the site of the First Battle of Bull Run. Beginning in 2003, SUVCW initiated the Last Soldier Project, whose purpose is to locate and mark the final resting place of the last Civil War
veteran buried in each county in each state.
Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War
1 Lincoln Circle at Reservoir Park
Suite 240 (Nat. Civil War Museum)
Harrisburg, PA
17103-2411
(717) 232-7000
execdir@suvcw.org

SONS OF CONFEDERATE VETERANS
The Sons of Confederate Veterans (SCV) was established in Richmond,
Virginia, in 1896. Membership in the organization requires lineage to
any Confederate veteran who fought honorably for the Confederacy.
The group is dedicated to “preserving the history and legacy of these
heroes so that future generations can understand the motives that animated the Southern Cause.” The SCV has been particularly active in recent decades in erecting
markers and assisting with battlefield support and maintenance.
Sons of Confederate Veterans
P.O. Box 59
Columbia, TN 38402
800-693-4943
exedir@scv.org
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TRUST FOR PUBLIC LAND
The Trust for Public Land (TPL) was established in 1972 as a national, nonprofit organization dedicated to conserving land for enjoyment as parks, gardens, and other natural settings, ranging from inner city parks to vast wilderness locations. Since its founding, the TPL has successfully completed over
4,250 conservation projects, including several in Georgia.
In 1995, The Trust for Public Land partnered with other conservationists to
create the Chattahoochee River Land Protection Campaign, a long-term effort
to establish a green corridor along the river, extending from the north Georgia
Mountains around Helen south to Columbus. To date, TPL has conserved
nearly 75 miles of river frontage and more than 16,000 acres of land in the
river corridor, at an acquisition cost of more than $250 million. The campaign
goals include protecting safe and clean drinking water, providing places for people to hike,
bike, fish, and jog, enhancing the quality of life in communities along the river, and protecting
natural habitat in the midst of a rapidly developing region.
The TPL also acquired a large tract of privately owned land on Kennesaw Mountain. The thirtyfour-acre Hensley family land is located within the Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield
Park. The TPL acquired the land in 2008 as an addition to the park. The parcel includes meadows, forest, a lake, and Union fortifications. In 2011, the TPL was also involved in the placement of a conservation easement on a property that has become part of the growing Resaca Battlefield. Each spring, the farm is the site of Civil War re-enactments. Working with Gordon
County, the American Battlefield Protection Program, the Georgia Battlefields Association, and
the Civil War Trust, The Trust for Public Land protected the land with a permanent conservation easement.
The TPL assists local governments and groups with green-space planning, park design, and
fund-raising. The organization brings nation-wide experience to local settings. The TPL is a
useful clearinghouse for practical information relating to land conservation projects, such as
proposed for the Chattahoochee River Line.
Georgia Office, Trust for Public Land
600 W. Peachtree Street. NW, Suite 1840, Atlanta, GA 30308
404-873-7306
Email: Georgia@tpl.org
GEORGIA LAND CONSERVATION CENTER
Approximately fifty land trusts operate in Georgia. One of the services the Georgia Land Conservation Center provides is to connect a landowner with the most appropriate land trust(s).
This selection is often based on the kind of land – forest land, agricultural land, wetlands, habitat for wildlife – and the kinds of future uses to be allowed – for instance, timber harvesting,
farming, wildlife enhancement. For a complete list of land trusts in Georgia, visit the Georgia
Land Conservation Center’s website at http://galandcc.com/for-landtrusts/.
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GEORGIA LAND TRUST
Many states have established land trusts, also called land conservancies. A land trust is a private
non-profit entity whose mission is to conserve land, protecting natural, scenic, or historic landscapes, vistas, wetlands, farms, woodlands, wildlife habitat, coastlines, prairies, mountains, urban parks, or battlefields. The Georgia Land Trust, Alabama Land Trust, and founding organization The Chattowah Open Land Trust, are non-profit 501(c)(3) conservation organizations
dedicated to protecting land for present and future generations, primarily by helping private
landowners establish conservation easements on family and investment lands.
This three-part organization achieves its mission by helping private landowners protect their
land with conservation easements and monitoring those easements in perpetuity. Organizationally, the group has responded to the loss of landscapes and the need for land and watershed conservation for more than fifteen years. Its focus is on forests and farm land, riparian corridors,
and lands linking to other protected areas.
The Georgia Land Trust, Inc. protects more than 110,000 acres of land in Georgia with conservation easements. This nonprofit 501(c)(3) conservation organization is headquartered in Savannah, with offices also in Columbus. The Georgia Land Trust and its affiliate organizations,
permanently safeguard more than 172,000 acres of land with more than 480 conservation easements, thereby protecting more private land than any other regional conservation group in the
Southeast. The Georgia Land Trust holds a few conservation easements along the southern border of Cobb County and several more in the surrounding area. Landowners or others wanting
more information about conservation easements in Georgia, contact:
Georgia Land Trust
428 Bull Street, Suite 210
Savannah, GA 31401
912-231-0507
www.galandtrust.org
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COBB LAND TRUST
The Cobb Land Trust (CLT) was organized as a non-profit group in 1992 by individuals concerned with the pressures of development of the scenic, natural, historic and cultural resources
of Cobb County. In one of the fastest growing regions of the country, the CLT offers conservation easement services as one means of conserving open space in the county. The Cobb Land
Trust’s list of accomplishments include the establishment of McFarlane Nature Park in Marietta,
the acquisition of Concord Cemetery, and securing an easement for Heritage Park, a 122-acre
passive recreation site. The CLT worked with Cobb County and the community to develop this
nature park. Within the park are the ruins of the 19th-century Concord Woolen Mills, which was
stabilized with ghost framing as a means of preservation.
The CLT has also been involved in the preservation of Civil War resources. The group acquired
a 1.1-acre remnant of the historic Wallis Farm, adjacent to a 5.5-acre property Cobb County purchased with green space funds. The county parcel includes a small hill where Union troops
placed a signal tower marking Kennesaw Mountain for the approaching Union Army. Developers of the Wallis Farm Subdivision built a ten-space parking lot on the CLT parcel for access to
the historic site on the county parcel. The CLT and Cobb County have offered these two parcels
for incorporation within the Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park.
The Cobb Land Trust Inc.
P.O. Box 672652
Marietta, GA 30067-0045
www.cobblandtrust.org
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CHATTACHOOCHEE RIVERKEEPER
The Chattahoochee Riverkeeper’s (CRK) mission is to
advocate and secure the protection and stewardship of
the Chattahoochee River, its tributaries and watershed,
in order to restore and preserve their ecological health
for the people and wildlife that depend on the river system
Established in 1994, Chattahoochee Riverkeeper (CRK) is an environmental advocacy organization with more than 6,000 members dedicated solely to protecting and restoring the Chattahoochee River Basin — drinking water source for nearly 4 million Georgians. The CRK was the
11th licensed program in the international Waterkeeper Alliance, now close to 200 organizations
strong. The CRK actively uses advocacy, education, research, communication, cooperation,
monitoring and legal actions to protect and preserve the Chattahoochee and its watershed.
Chattahoochee Riverkeeper
3 Puritan Mill
916 Joseph E. Lowery Blvd. NW | Atlanta, GA 30318
Phone: 404-352-9828 | Fax: 404-352.8676
www.chattahoochee.org

CIVIL WAR HERITAGE TRAILS
The Civil War Heritage Trails is a non-profit group that coordinates an inter-state network of historical trails in Georgia, Alabama, and South Carolina. The Civil War Heritage Trails interprets historic locations via highway
directional “trailblazer” signs and interpretive markers. In Georgia, two
high-profile trails include the struggle for Atlanta and Sherman’s March.
Other themes interpreted along the route of each trail focus of the roles of
women, African-Americans, hospitals, churches, and railroads. Interpretive markers are “linked”
along each route to national & state parks, museums and other heritage attractions. Visitors may
obtain (as they become available) a full-color brochure of each trail, either by “downloading”
their map at this website, or by requesting a complete brochure at many regional visitor centers.
The River Line Battlefield could be included in the Atlanta Campaign Heritage Trail, with Heritage Trails signs placed at important crossroads along the River Line such as at Oakdale Road
and Veterans Memorial Highway. Cobb County should work with the Georgia Civil War Heritage Trails program to include the River Line properties in the program’s driving tour. At the
Civil War Heritage Trails website, visitors can virtually explore the many other sites in proximity: http://civilwarheritagetrails.org/civil-war-links/ga-links/atlanta-campaign-links.html.
CIVIL WAR HERITAGE TRAILS
P.O. Box 1864
Evans, Georgia 30809
Email: info@civilwarheritagetrails.org
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